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ABSTRACT
Microplasmas have been receiving significant attention due to their miniatur-
ized sizes, low power requirement and overall desirable characteristics and exciting
potential applications. To be able to take advantage of these characteristics, a solid
understanding of the electron dynamics, heating mechanisms and the influence of
different variables such as pressure, gap size, frequency, field emission and input
power on microplasmas is required. This work mainly attempts to help readers ob-
tain a better understanding of fundamentals of argon microplasmas operating under
various conditions including direct current and microwave regimes. The electron dy-
namics and heating mechanisms as well as the influence of parameters mentioned
above are explored using one-dimensional kinetic method called Particle-in-Cell with
Monte Carlo collisions (PIC-MCC). The plasma density, potential, electric field, and
electron temperature obtained from PIC-MCC are considered as the benchmark for
comparing with the results obtained from continuum simulations using an in-house
fluid model. The comparison demonstrates large discrepancies between the results
under certain conditions implying the importance of calibrating the input transport
properties used in continuum models. The quantitative understanding of the limita-
tions of continuum simulations and techniques to improve their predictive capability
are crucial to maximize the role of computations in understanding the operation of
future microplasma devices. In addition, the role of excitation frequency, pressure
and total power absorbed by the microplasma are studied for a range of microwave
frequencies (1GHz-320GHz). The results indicates that the microplasma dynamics
for example the number density profile and its peak location are governed by a rich
interplay of several physical mechanisms which is a combination of pressure, fre-
quency and the relative magnitudes of plasma frequency, electron momentum trans-
fer collision frequency, and the angular excitation frequency. The final objective of
the current work is to determine the role of field emission on operating modes of mi-
crowave microplasmas. The PIC-MCC simulations predict operation in two modes;
an α-mode characterized by a positive differential resistance with negligible influence
of boundary processes and a γ-mode with significant field-induced electron emission.
xxii
Chapter 1
INTRODUCTION
Since the time it was discovered in a Crookes tube in 1870s, the fourth state
of matter has been of great interest to scientists and engineers of various fields.
Beside solid, liquid and gas, there is plasma which can be produced by exposing
enough amount of energy to a gas. Like gas, plasma does not have a definite shape
or a definite volume unless enclosed in a container. One of the attractive facts about
plasma is that under the influence of a magnetic field, it may form structures such as
filaments, beams and double layers. Plasmas are the most common state of matter
and form about 99% of the universe. A large fraction of natural plasmas can be
found in stars including the Sun [1]. A popular way of forming an artificial plasma
beside heating is exposing a gas to a large electromagnetic field. By applying a
large enough potential between two electrodes, free electrons of the confined gas
atoms or molecules are provided with sufficient energy that allows ionization and
therefore both species, ions and electrons can coexist. In other words, plasma is
an electrically neutral medium of unbound positive and negative particles (i.e. the
overall charge of a plasma is roughly zero). These free electrons move from higher
potential towards lower potential due to the electric field and on their way can
collide with neutral atoms or molecules as well as ions which leads to more energy
exchange and more excitation and ionization. Existence of free electrons and also
de-excitation of excited atoms and molecules cause the gas to glow. This feature
of plasma is used in neon lights and it is naturally seen in lightning and electric
sparks. Plasma is used in diverse fields from medical applications to microelectronic
industry and many other surface treatments. Modification of material surfaces such
as plastic, polymers, metal, papers, ceramics, and biomaterials is another industrial
use of plasmas. [2]. An application, which has attracted scientists’ attention strongly
is plasma medicine. Treatment of infectious skin diseases and wound healing is one
of the clinical areas in which plasma is being used. Recently, dentistry applications
and cancer treatment using cold atmospheric pressure plasma have become one of
the important fields of research in plasma medicine. [3]. These are only a few of
the many applications of plasmas. Other examples are plasma etching and plasma
deposition [4] in material processing [5], radio frequency antennas [6] as well as
methane and carbon dioxide conversion [7–10] and water treatment [11, 12]. Still
the most popular application of plasma is in the semiconductor industry. Most of
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the electronic devices that we use on a daily basis such as cellphones or laptops
are made of hundreds to thousands of microchips and transistors the functionality
of which are owed to plasma technology or plasma has played a key role in their
fabrication.
The myriad applications involving plasmas certainly demonstrates the rich
physics and chemistry associated with low-temperature plasmas. The focus of this
dissertation, however, will be on a sub-set of low-temperature plasmas that are typ-
ically ignited at atmospheric pressure and in gap sizes significantly smaller than
traditional plasmas. For deposition processes in the semiconductor industries, gen-
erally low pressure plasmas are required. However, the high cost of vacuum sys-
tems and maintenance makes these low pressure plasmas unfavorable to use [13].
In recent decades, a new direction in plasma science has become popular which
includes decreasing characteristic length of plasmas to less than a mm which are
traditionally referred to as microplasmas or microdischarges [14,15]. The genesis of
these microdischarges omitted the need of expensive vacuum systems and made it
possible to have plasmas operating at near atmospheric pressure. With the dramat-
ically growing recent interest in downsizing components, plasma ignition and stable
operation has also been demonstrated in much smaller gaps (∼ 10 µm) with a con-
stant push towards the 1 µm limit. Microplasma devices have been demonstrated
to lead to unique physical and chemical mechanisms with diverse applications in
various fields such as electronics [16–19] , material surface processing [20], nano-
material synthesis [21–23], metamaterials [24–26], lighting [27], medicine [28], UV
light sources [29], microdischarge based sensors [30], photonic devices [31], guided
ionization waves in plasma jets [32,33] and microwave-sustained microplasmas [34].
The operating regime of these devices has expanded from direct current and low-
frequency alternating current to high frequency excitation in the microwave and
terahertz regimes thereby enabling low-power high-plasma-density operating modes
with the majority of the early microdischarges operating in the direct current (DC)
regime [35] or using a relatively low excitation frequency (∼ kHz) [36]. For example,
Jeong et al [13] studied atmospheric pressure dc plasma microdischarges generated
between a thin cylindrical electrode and a flat surface both experimentally and nu-
merically and characterized the resulting glow discharge. Kothnur et al. [37]used
a one-dimensional, self-consistent, continuum model to elucidate plasma phenom-
ena in a parallel-plate dc microdischarge with a 250 mm gap at a pressure of 250
Torr. Choi et al. [38] investigated Electron and ion kinetics in a DC microplasma
at atmospheric pressure. Wang et al. [39] studied an atmospheric pressure direct
current hellium microplasma and reported its spatially resolved diagnostics. Eden et
al. [40] reviewed highlights in the recent development of microplasma devices with
emphasis on large arrays of Si-based hybrid plasma/semiconductor pixels. They
realized arrays of 200 × 200 pixels, excited by sinusoidal ac waveforms at frequen-
cies of 5-20 kHz and the fabrication of these arrays and their electrical and optical
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performance with rare gases and Ar/N2 mixtures were described. McKay et al. [41]
studied the effects of the driving RF frequency on the properties of low temperature
atmospheric pressure helium microplasmas such as plasma density, electron energy
and plasma impedance.
More recently, several authors have demonstrated microplasma ignition at mi-
crowave frequencies [42–44] (∼ few GHz). MacDonald and Brown [45] were among
the pioneers of generating microwave plasmas by engineering microwave systems
with the goal of understanding breakdown in such operating regimes in the late
1940s and later on microwave microplasmas started to attract the attention of other
scientists and engineers [46–49]. If the excitation frequency is above a critical fre-
quency [50] or in other words if the electron oscillation amplitude is smaller than
the discharge gap size, which is usually the case for microwave microplasmas, the
loss of free electrons of plasma due to drift will decrease significantly and they will
be trapped efficiently in the gap. This confinement translates to creating a higher
density plasma that is almost constant during each cycle. In addition, at microwave
frequencies ions are not able to respond to the fast electric field change of direction
due to their inertia and they are almost immobile. The corresponding decrease in
ion energy reduces the possibility of electrode sputtering which means longer lifetime
of the device. A popular method to ignite microplasmas using microwave power uti-
lizes a discharge gap in a microstrips. Broekaert group formed the first microwave
microplasma device operating at the pressure of 1 atm in year 2000 inspired from
microstrip transmission line concepts, they created an argon plasma in a glass chan-
nel located between a narrow microstrip resonator and a ground plane [51]. Three
basic topologies of microwave-driven microplasmas including a simple transmission
line, a microwave resonator and a surface wave device are illustrated and discussed
in detail by Hopwood et al. [34] Another specifically popular topology used to couple
microwave power to a microplasma is the use of split-ring resonators. A large num-
ber of diagnostics [52] have been performed on these systems with measured plasma
densities between 1020 − 1021 1/m3. Hoskinson et al [53] performed a systematic
investigation of gas breakdown and plasma impedance in split-ring resonators over a
frequency range of 0.5-9 GHz and showed that in co-planar electrode gaps of 100µm,
the breakdown voltage amplitude decreases from 280 V to 225 V over this frequency
range in atmospheric argon and at the highest frequency, a microplasma could be
sustained using only 2 mW of power. They also calculated the plasma and sheath
impedance and concluded that the plasma-electrode overlap plays a key role in the
microplasma impedance and causes the sheath impedance to dominate the plasma
resistance at very low power levels. In spite of the experimental demonstration of
various microwave microplasmas, there is a significant knowledge gap with regards
to the fundamental understanding of the interaction between the plasma parameters
and the applied excitation frequency. This is a direct consequence of the extreme
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challenges associated with measuring plasma properties in microplasmas. Specifi-
cally, current plasma diagnostics including optical methods [52,54,55] cannot provide
information on fundamental plasma dynamics relevant to microplasmas. Existing
measurements have been restricted to a limited set of plasma parameters including
electron number density and gas temperature apart from indirect measurements of
electrical properties such as sheath capacitance and microplasma impedance. In this
context, the role of computations becomes even more important in order to obtain a
complete understanding of the operation of microwave microplasmas with the goal
of design and optimization for a given application. Gregorio et al. [56] utilized a
computational fluid model to show the existence of electron plasma resonances in a
highly collisional microplasma for a wide region of excitation frequencies from the
GHz to the low THz ( 0.2 THz) regime within a 200µm gap. Their study showed
that at low frequencies, the discharge resembles a typical collisional RF system with
both the electron density and temperature being strongly modulated near the wall
in near-equilibrium with the external excitation. They observed that as frequency
increases at constant power density, the discharge voltage decreases from greater
than 100 V to less than 10V and a minimum of the voltage amplitude is attained
when electron temporal inertia delays the discharge current to be in phase with the
applied voltage. Above this frequency, the plasma develops resonant regions where
the excitation frequency equals the local plasma frequency.
Previously reported computational work dealing with microwave microplas-
mas have mostly utilized a continuum approach [56–58] (continuum and kinetic
approaches are introduced and described later in this section). In spite of the cru-
cial insights that continuum modeling has provided regarding the operating charac-
teristics of microwave microplasmas, it is anticipated that kinetic simulations that
have not been used to probe the frequency response of microwave microplasmas can
provide a better understanding of certain aspects. It should be emphasized that
kinetic simulations have been used to study the frequency response of breakdown
characteristics [50, 59] in microwave microplasmas. They have also been reported
at certain specific frequencies [60] without specific focus on how the microplasma
parameters depend on frequency. In this regard, one of the goals of the current
work is to contribute to this knowledge gap by studying the frequency and pressure
response of argon microwave microplasmas using kinetic simulations.
With decreasing gap size, physical mechanisms that are not important in tra-
ditional microdischarges have gained importance with electric field-induced electron
emission being a primary example. Field emission [62] is a quantum-mechanical
phenomenon by which electrons are extracted by a sufficiently large electric field
pointing towards the electrode. It is now well-established that gas breakdown in
microscale gaps (< 10 µm) is driven by field emission [63]. As it is illustrated in fig-
ure 1.1, depending on the cathode material and its surface roughness, local electric
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Figure 1.1: A schematic of the one-dimensional field emission driven micro-plasma
showing the relevant volume and surface processessurface processes along with the
assumed electric field profile in the gap. Reproduced from Ref. [61] (Copyright
c© 2013 AIP Publishing LLC)
field magnitudes can be very large at local peaks of the surface leading to electric field
induced electron emission from cathode. This quality of materials to be able to emit
electrons under influence of a specific electric field magnitude is quantified by the
material’s field enhancement factor (β). While field emission was originally consid-
ered to be a negative influence contributing to anomalous breakdown in microscale
gaps [64], efforts are underway to utilize field emission to enhance plasma densities,
lower operating voltages [65–68] and hence power in microplasma devices. While
field emission in metals depends on microscopic asperities/protrusions and hence is
typically uncontrollable/unstable, incorporating carbon nanotubes (CNTs), (which
are known as extremely good field emitters as a result of their high-aspect ratio),
into microplasma devices has been demonstrated to improve all major operational
parameters of the device: Ignition and operating voltages, as well as radiant out-
put [65]. Another type of robust field emitters called novel cathodes are based on
thin films of diamond-based materials. They have been integrated in microplasma
devices (particularly with direct current or low frequency excitation) with reported
enhancement in illumination behaviour [69, 70]. Figure 1.3 shows the increase in
illumination due to the use of ultra-nano-crystalline (UNCD) while keeping the
electric field magnitude constant. It is worth mentioning that unlike CNTs, these
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Figure 1.2: Schematic of charge generation processes in a standard DC discharge.
Electron impact ionization (α-process) generates electrons in the volume while sec-
ondary emission (γ-process) generates electrons at the cathode. Field emission is
the process of direct electron tunneling into the gas due to the high electric fields
that are generated at the microscale. Reproduced from Ref [63] (Copyright c© 2014
IOP Publishing)
thin film-based field emitters do not suffer from poor lifetimes and have been shown
to operate for much longer times than carbon nanotubes. For better understanding
the concept of field emission, we need to first define a few related terms; secondary
electron emission, thermionic emission and work function. Secondary electron emis-
sion is a phenomenon where primary incident particles (usually ions) of sufficient
energy, induce the emission of secondary electrons when hitting electrode surface
and thermionic emission refers to the thermally induced flow of electrons from a
surface which occurs because the thermal energy given to the electrons overcomes
the work function of the material. Work function of a cathode is a surface property
and is usually measured in eV. Work function of a cathode is the minumum energy
required to remove an electron from the surface of the cathode.
While field emission is qualitatively similar to other emission mechanisms
such as secondary electron emission and thermionic emission, it leads to a unique
coupling between the plasma and the electrode as a result of its dependence on
electric field. For example, it was recently demonstrated, using theory and comple-
mented with simulations, that field emission in direct current microplasmas [61,71]
leads to an early transition from an abnormal glow mode to an arc-like mode with
a negative differential resistance. More recently, Levko and Raja [72] used particle-
in-cell with Monte Carlo (PIC-MCC) simulations to study the influence of field
emission on the propagation of an ionization wave. There has also been some other
works done by Semnani et al. and Levko et al. investigating the contribution of
field emission to high-frequency breakdown in microgaps [50, 73]. However, few
6
Figure 1.3: Plasma illumination behaviour as demonstrated by plasma images ob-
tained under an applied voltage for microplasma devices prepared using the follow-
ing cathode materials: (a) Si − pyramid, (b) UNCDSi−pyramid. Reproduced from
Ref. [70] with permission from The Royal Society of Chemistry.
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studies have focused on post-breakdown operating modes of field emission assisted
microplasmas at microwave frequencies (∼ GHz).
Modeling and improved diagnostics have allowed us in the past decade to
gain more insight into the physics of nonthermal microdischarges. Computational
studies are known as the most important mean to achive a better understanding of
low temperature plasmas and therefore, a systematic study on efficiency and accu-
racy of these computational techniques is crucial. Generally, computational methods
popularly used in modelling low temperature plasmas can fall into two categories
of continuum/fluid [74–80] and kinetic methods [81–84]. The preferred computa-
tional technique is problem-specific and depends on the physical mechanisms that
are important as well as the computational resources available. In particular, kinetic
simulations are capable of solving for the electron/ion energy distribution functions
and can account for effects of significant non-equilibrium behavior that could be
crucial in microplasmas (even though they operate at high pressures). On the other
hand, fluid models solve mass, momentum and energy conservation equations with
suitable approximations and an assumed distribution function (usually Maxwellian
but can also be obtained from zero-dimensional solutions to the Boltzmann equa-
tion). These are described in detail in Chapter 2. One common approach is to
assume that the distribution function is only a function of ratio of electric field to
gas number density (E/nb) and is obtained using zero-dimensional solutions to the
Boltzmann equation. The validity of the zero-dimensional assumption may be ques-
tionable under certain operating conditions but is widely used for fluid modeling
of microplasmas. The most significant advantage of continuum models is the com-
putational cost which is significantly lower than an equivalent kinetic simulation.
With the growing importance of microplasma devices, three-dimensional/unsteady
simulations of arrays of microplasmas with reasonably high resolution might become
extremely beneficial in enhancing our understanding of the operating principles of
these devices and fluid models make these simulations computationally feasible par-
ticularly with the advances in computing power. However, kinetic simulations are
extremely challenging for realistic devices. In this respect, it becomes important to
be able to utilize continuum microplasma models and yet be able to capture as much
physics as possible which in turn requires systematic benchmarking by comparing
the predictions of both computational techniques for simple geometries. With the
obvious computational advantages of using a continuum model (in comparison with
a particle-based method), one of the fundamental questions that remains to be an-
swered is regarding the accuracy of continuum models. While this topic has garnered
significant attention in the low-pressure regime (particularly in the context of ma-
terials processing) [85], only few researchers [38,86–88] have studied this problem in
the microplasma regime and there is a lack of an extensive study. One of the defi-
ciencies of publications comparing continuum and kinetic simulations has been the
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absence of controlled comparisons where one operating parameter is fixed in both
simulation techniques. Also, a majority of these comparisons were performed for a
narrow spectrum of operating parameters. For example, Choi et al. [38] compared
PIC-MCC simulations with a drift-diffusion fluid model for a 200 µm helium mi-
croplasma operating at a current density of 104 A/m2 and concluded that significant
differences were observed between the two models. Hong et al. [87] compared PIC-
MCC simulations and fluid simulations for microplasmas operating at 13.56 MHz
and 2.45 GHz respectively and concluded that good agreement was observed at the
higher frequency. Also, in spite of highlighting some of the important differences in
the solutions obtained using both techniques, limited attention has been devoted to
enhance the utility of continuum models (despite the approximations involved). In
other words, the benchmarking effort should not just conclude that the two methods
lead to different solutions (which is definitely expected considering the difference in
fidelity), but should layout specific techniques to maximize the utility of contin-
uum models. For example, many fluid modeling efforts of low-temperature plasmas
employ the drift-diffusion approximation which may become invalid at conditions
encountered in microplasmas. In this regard, considering the above discussion, the
overall goal of this dissertation is better understanding of microwave microplasmas
in order to enable design and optimization. More specifically, the current work
attempts to answer the following main questions:
• How accurate are continuum simulations in microplasmas operating in mi-
crowave regime as well as direct current regime microplasmas?
• What is the influence of frequency on electron and ion dynamics at a given
pressure of microwave microplasma and vice versa, i.e. the influence of pressure
at a given frequency?
• What are the heating mechanisms in microwave microplasmas and how do
they change with frequency and pressure?
• What is the role of field emission on operating modes of microdischarges at
various frequencies in microwave regimes
Therefore, the first objective of the current work is to perform an exhaustive com-
parison of continuum and kinetic simulations for a range of operating conditions
(direct current/microwave as well as different pd values) along with an emphasis on
the choice of simulation input parameters (for example transport parameters and
reaction rate coefficients) which is discussed in Chapter 3. It should be mentioned
that this part of the work is a joint work and most of the results and figures are from
the recently published papers by Verma et al. [88, 89]. Results are also presented
for the pd scaling of microplasmas wherein plasmas operating at pd = 1 (for gaps
ranging from 20 µm) are simulated using both kinetic and continuum simulations.
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The convergence of kinetic simulations are also presented for representative cases.
The results presented in this work can be anticipated to provide guidelines regard-
ing the utility of continuum/fluid models for given operating conditions apart from
quantifying the possible errors when compared to a corresponding kinetic simulation
which is assumed to be the ideal solution capturing all relevant physics.
In Chapter 4, specific emphasis will be placed on the role of excitation fre-
quency (ranging from 1 GHz to 0.3 THz) on the power coupling to electrons as
well as the relative contribution of different heating mechanisms of electrons as the
frequency is increased.
On the other hand, it is extremely important and valuable to obtain a fun-
damental understanding of the interaction of microplasmas with field emitting elec-
trodes particularly from a plasma dynamics perspective and accordingly, one goal
of the current work is to enhance understanding of the operating modes of field
emission assisted microplasmas operating at a wide range of microwave frequencies.
Therefore, another objective of this work is to investigate and quantify the role
of field emission in modifying the operating characteristics (current-voltage char-
acteristics, power requirements) of microwave microplasmas which is addressed in
Chapter 5. It is worth mentioning that the device considered in this chapter is more
of a futuristic device. Currently, microwave microplasmas have not been integrated
with field emitting electrodes.
The remainder of the dissertation is organized as follows; Chapter 2 describes
the relevant theory and background and introduces two popular approaches to mi-
croplasma problems: PIC-MCC simulations and fluid models. Finally, Chapter 6 is
reserved for proposed future work and some perspectives.
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Chapter 2
THEORY AND BACKGROUND
2.1 Chapter Summary/what to expect in this chapter
In this chapter microscale gas breakdown is discussed and field emission which
is more likely to happen at smaller gap sizes is introduced. That is followed by
a discussion of the two main computational methods that are used in this work;
Particle-in-cell with Monte Carlo collisions (PIC-MCC) and full momentum fluid
model. The governing equations of each method as well as their limitations and
assumptions are described. Finally, the chemical reactions considered and collision
cross-sections utilized in this work are specified.
2.2 Microscale Gas Breakdown
Gas breakdown occurs when a large reduction happens in the resistance of a
nominally electrical insulating gas under the influence of an electric field, when the
voltage applied across the gas exceeds a certain magnitude called breakdown voltage.
As was mentioned before, free electrons are accelerated by electric field, collide with
gas molecules or atoms and if the electrons have gained sufficient energy from the
electric field, these collisions would lead to ionization and consequently creation of
free additional electrons. The result is an avalanche multiplication that permits
electrical conduction through the gas. This process is called Townsend discharge
or Townsend avalanche. The discharge requires a source of free electrons and a
significant electric field; without both, the phenomenon does not occur. Empirical
results show that in absence of field emission, which is the case in most macroscale
plasmas, I-V characteristic of discharges can be described and predicted by the
Paschen curve. The Paschen law [90] gives the breakdown voltage or the voltage
necessary to start a discharge or electric arc, between two electrodes in a gas as a
function of the product of pressure and gap length and is shown in Eq. 2.1:
VB =
Bpd
ln(Apd)− ln[ln(1 + 1
γse
)]
(2.1)
where VB is the breakdown voltage in Volts, p is the pressure in Pascals, d is the gap
distance in meters, γse is the secondary electron emission coefficient at the cathode,
A is the saturation ionization in the gas at a particular E/p (electric field/pressure),
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and B is related to the excitation and ionization energies. The constants A and B
are determined experimentally and found to be roughly constant over a restricted
range of E/p for any given gas. In other words, Paschen law determines the min-
imum voltage required for a capacitor filled with a certain gas with given value of
the product of pressure and the anode-cathode separation to create a gas discharge
plasma. However, if the electric field goes beyond a threshold, electron field emission
will play a significant role and hence its contribution must be taken into account.
This is especially true when dealing with microdischarges operating at certain con-
ditions. Different sets of experimental observation [91–100] in most of which the
used gas was air showed that in such cases, VB deviates from classic Paschen curve
This is the condition that is most prevalent in MEMS devices. The deviation can be
seen in figure 2.1. This new shape of VB with deviating left branch led to proposing
several forms of the so-called modified Paschen laws that describe this behaviour.
Examples of these models are the work of Lisovskii and Yakovin [101], Go and
Pohlman [98], Venkattraman and Alexeenko [102], etc. Go and Venkattraman [63]
published a review paper on modified Paschen law which shows less than 10% differ-
ence between all proposed models. In all those works and the significant amount of
previous investigation about why gas breakdown deviates from the classic Paschen’s
Law especially in gaps smaller than 10µm, the authors attributed this deviation to
field emission. Field emission and its influence on post-breakdown behavior in DC
microplasmas has been considered before in both experimental and computational
studies [61, 71, 103], however, it has not been considered for microplasmas in mi-
crowave regimes.
The fundamental theory that quantitatively describes electric field-induced cold
electron emission was formulated by Fowler and Nordheim [62] in 1928 and, here-
after, is referred to as the Fowler-Nordheim (F-N) theory. The final form of the
equation that governs the current density of emitted electrons is given by
jFN =
AFNβ
2E2
t2(y)φ
exp
(
−BFNφ
3/2v(y)
βE
)
(2.2)
where AFN and BFN are Fowler-Nordheim constants, φ is the cathode work function
in eV which is the minimum amount of energy required to remove an electron from
the surface of a metal, β is the field enhancement factor, and E is the cathode
electric field. While β could show a dependence on the applied electric field, [104]
we assume it to be a constant in this work (Chapter 5). v(y) and t2(y) were not
included in the original F-N theory and were corrections [105, 106] included later
and approximately given by,
v(y) = 0.95− y2, (2.3)
t2(y) = 1.1. (2.4)
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Figure 2.1: Breakdown voltage as a function of the electrode distance in air at
atmospheric pressure. The dash line is Paschen’s curve for air (assuming γse =
0.005) and the solid line is a schematic illustration of the modified Paschens curve. .
Reprinted from Ref. [63] (Copyright c© 2014 IOP Publishing)
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where y = 3.79 × 10−4√βE/φ with E given in V/cm. AFN and BFN can also be
expressed in terms of fundamental parameters as
AFN =
e2
8pih
, (2.5)
BFN =
8pi
√
2me
3h
, (2.6)
where e is electronic charge, m is mass of an electron, and h is Planck’s constant.
If we use the SI units for e, m and h to obtain the Fowler-Nordheim constants their
values are given by 1.54 × 10−6A/V and 6.85 × 109A/m/V 1/2, respectively. While
there has been a numerous work done in order to enhance understanding of pre-
breakdown and breakdown of plasmas and microplasmas, not a lot of work has been
focused on post-breakdown of microplasmas with field emitting cathodes, therefore
chapter 5 of this work makes an attempt to partially address that shortage.
2.3 Methods
As mentioned earlier, computer simulations are considered as powerful tools
in obtaining a fundamental understanding of plasma dynamics. As the encountered
problem gets more complex, the essential role of computer simulations in accurate
performance description and prediction becomes more obvious. In addition, the de-
velopment of new algorithms and the availability of more powerful computers has
motivated a great increasing interest in computer simulations and also evaluation
and comparison of their efficiency and fidelity. As mentioned previously, popular
computer simulation in plasma comprises two general techniques based on kinetic
and fluid descriptions, as shown in figure 2.2 [83]. While fluid simulation assumes
approximate transport coefficients and solves numerically a combination of Navier-
Stokes equation of fluid dynamics and Maxwell’s equations of electromagnetism
(magnetohydrodynamic equations) for a plasma, kinetic simulation considers more
detailed models of the plasma involving particle interactions through the electro-
magnetic field. This is achieved either by solving, numerically, the plasma kinetic
equations (e.g. Vlasov or Fokker - Planck equations) or by ”particle” simulation,
which simply computes the motions of a collection of charged particles, interact-
ing with each other and with externally applied fields. In this section, the kinetic
method (PIC-MCC) and the fluid method that have been utilized in this work will
be introduced and described in detail along with a part that talks about physical
input parameters.
2.3.1 Particle in cell Monte Carlo (PIC-MCC)
One kinetic method for simulating plasmas is the stochastic method referred
to as particle-in-cell with Monte Carlo collisions (PIC-MCC) where both electrons
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Figure 2.2: Classification of computer simulation models of plasmas [83].
and ions are modelled as computational particles with each computational particle
representing a large number of real particles. While neutral species can also be
modeled as computational particles, we restrict this treatment to only ions and
electrons in this work. A typical PIC-MCC simulation begins with discretization
of the domain into cells followed by initialization of computational particles. The
choice of cell size depends on the plasma parameters and should be less than the
electron Debye length. The Debye length is the scale over which mobile charge
carriers (e.g. electrons) screen out electric fields in plasmas and other conductors
which can be calculated from the relation below:
λDe =
√
0kbTe
nee2
(2.7)
where 0 is the permittivity of free space, kb is the Boltzman constant, Te is the
electron temperature, ne is the electron number density and e is the electronic
charge. In other words, the Debye length is the distance over which significant
charge separation can occur. The initial number of computational particles in each
cell is based on the initial plasma number density and the ratio of real to simulated
particles. The locations of computational particles within each cell are randomly
chosen with the initial velocities (three components) sampled from a prescribed
velocity distribution function (typically chosen to be a Maxwellian distribution).
The system is then allowed to evolve in time by updating the positions and velocities
of all computational particles using the Newtons laws of motion in conjunction with
a second-order leap-frog algorithm [83]. The leap-frog algorithm utilizes a staggered
temporal discretization where the velocities and positions are not stored at the same
temporal instants. For example, if the position is stored at t = 0,∆t, 2∆t, ..., the
velocity is stored at t = −∆t/2,∆t/2, 3∆t/2, ..., thereby allowing the algorithm to
achieve second-order accuracy. The timestep restriction purely from considerations
of integrating the Newtons equations of motion is given by
∆t ≤ 0.3/wpe (2.8)
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where wpe is the electron plasma frequency given by
wpe =
√
nee2
me0
(2.9)
With me being mass of electron. After the positions of the computational particles
are updated, the resulting charge density distribution is used to solve the Poisson’s
equation (∇2φ = −ρ/0, where φ is potential, ρ is charge density and 0 is per-
mittivity of free space) that will determine updated electric field distribution. In
simulations where electromagnetic effects are important, the full set of Maxwells
equations should be solved. All simulations performed in this work are electrostatic
and do not include even an external constant magnetic field. At the end of ev-
ery timestep, the computational particles crossing the domain boundaries will be
removed from the simulation. Also, new computational particles are introduced at
the boundaries based on the specified emission mechanisms. For example, secondary
electron emission can be triggered by high energy species (ions, electrons and neu-
trals) bombarding the electrodes, field emission can be observed as a result of the
high electric fields encountered at the electrodes, and thermionic emission can be
encountered as a result of high temperatures at the electrodes. The algorithm dis-
cussed above is traditionally referred to as PIC since it does not include collisions
between different computational particles. With the inclusion of collisions based
on a Monte Carlo algorithm, the computational technique becomes PIC-MCC. The
steps are graphically shown in figure 2.3. With the use of computational parti-
cles to model electrons and ions, we could potentially include five different types
of collisions including electron-neutral, ion-neutral, electron-electron, ion-ion and
electron-ion interactions. Depending on the plasma operating conditions, several
types of collisions may be considered important in order to capture relevant physical
mechanisms. The most fundamental input that is required to perform Monte Carlo
collisions in our simulations is the collision cross section as a function of incident
particle energy relative to the target particle (referred to as collision energy). The
collision cross-section is measured in units of area and is usually denoted as σ and
quantifies the probability of a scattering event during a collision. In hard sphere ap-
proximation, the cross section is the area of the conventional geometric cross section.
For collisions between particles of significantly different masses (electron-neutral and
electron-ion), the relative velocity can be approximated by the velocity of electrons
and hence the collision energy is same as the electron energy. However, for collisions
between particles of similar masses (ion-neutral), it is important to consider the
collision in a frame of reference in which one of the particles is at rest (usually a
frame of reference in which the neutral species is at rest). The collision algorithm
used in this work is based on the null-collision method [107] and is briefly described
below. During every timestep (after the positions and velocities of computational
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particles are updated), the maximum number of computational particles of a given
type (for example, electrons) that can collide with target particles (neutrals if we
are dealing with electron-neutral collisions)
Ncoll = Ni[1− exp(−νmax∆t)] (2.10)
where Ni is the number of incident particles and νmax is the maximum collision
frequency determined by
νmax = max(nt)max(σTv) (2.11)
where nt is the number density of target particles (for example, neutral gas num-
ber density in the case of electron-neutral collisions), σT is the total collision cross
section including all collisional processes and v is the velocity. Once the maximum
number of particles that can participate in a collision is determined, Ncoll parti-
cles are chosen in random from among all computational particles and the type of
collision is determined by generating a random number 0<R<1. As an example,
let us consider three types of electron-neutral collisions including elastic scattering,
excitation and ionization reactions with each process i having an associated cross
section σi and hence a corresponding collision frequency νi (νi = ntσiv) The type of
collision is determined based on the generated random number R as follows. If
Σi−1k=0νk<R<Σ
i
k=0νk (2.12)
then process i is chosen . If
R>ΣNk=0νk (2.13)
where N is the total number of possible types of collision (3 in our example of
electron-neutral collisions), then a null collision is chosen as the outcome which im-
plies that the velocities of the colliding particles remain unchanged. Once the type
of collision is chosen, the post-collision velocities are determined based on the algo-
rithm described by Vahedi and Surendra [107]. The reader is also referred to the
original article by Vahedi and Surendra [107] for more specific details of the imple-
mentation. It should be noted that certain collisions such as ionization will result
in the creation of new particles while certain other collisions can lead to annihila-
tion of particles. The PIC algorithm including MCC is repeated until convergence
is achieved in all quantities of interest (total number of computational particles,
potential, electric field etc.). Finally, PIC-MCC simulations can be performed in
the constant-current or constant-voltage mode with subtle differences in the imple-
mentation. The constant-voltage mode is the more intuitive approach wherein the
potential values at both electrodes are specified and used as boundary conditions
while solving the Poisson’s equations. However, constant-voltage simulations are
never truly stable and could result in small perturbations either leading to numeri-
cal divergence or blow-off of plasma. Therefore, constant-current simulations where
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current through the system is specified, is preferred for stable simulations. In other
words, the total current density of the form
j(t) = jAC sin(2pift) (2.14)
where f is the frequency and jAC is the peak current density was specified. While
the current-controlled simulations could be non-intuitive, it can be considered to
be analogous to modifying the powered electrode potential until a desired current
density is achieved. For such simulations, the potential at one electrode is specified
(usually grounded) and the potential at the powered electrode is initially zero. Dur-
ing every timestep, the specified current in conjunction with the observed particle
current is used to update the powered electrode potential and eventually reaches
steady state. It should be noted that for some of the simulations presented in this
work, we modified the current-controlled simulations using a feedback mechanism to
specify input power thereby enabling direct comparison with the experimental work
of Hoskinson et al. [53]. The algorithm for PIC-MCC simulations with specified
input power is described in detail in chapter 4. Therefore, the simulations in this
work are either current-controlled or power-controlled.
Also, it is worth mentioning that, for all frequencies considered in this work,
the dimensions of the microplasma are much smaller than the electromagnetic wave-
length (gap size << λ) allowing to restrict ourselves to the electrostatic approxima-
tion. In other words, electromagnetic effects are negligible and the electric field was
obtained from a gradient of the scalar potential. Finally, the total current density
that includes the contribution of both displacement and conduction current densities
is given by,
jT = 0
∂E
∂t
+ ji + je, (2.15)
where 0 is relative permittivity of free space and ji/je are conduction current den-
sities of ions/electrons. A first-order backward differencing scheme is used for nu-
merically computing the displacement current density in the PIC-MCC simulations.
2.3.2 Fluid Model
The fluid model was developed by my colleague, Abhishek K. Verma and is
described below.
2.3.2.1 Governing Equations
For the continuum simulations, an in-house plasma fluid model was em-
ployed which is essentially derived by taking velocity moments of the Boltzmann
equation coupled with the Poisson’s equation and closely follows the description
by Fitzpatrick [108]. This model also resembles several other fluid models for low-
temperature plasmas [56, 76, 80] (and has been verified using results from these
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Figure 2.3: The flowchart for an explicit PIC-MCC scheme. The dashed line shows
PIC algorithm without including collisions between particles. [107]
publications) but is described here for self-sufficiency. The particle species density
is governed by particle continuity equation described as
∂nk
∂t
+∇.(nkuk) = Sk, k = i, e (2.16)
where nk is the number density of ions and electrons and uk is corresponding fluid
velocity. Sk is source term for production of species k resulting from the plasma
chemistry (for example, ionization in the current work). The background gas density
is assumed to be constant and is calculated based on ideal gas law using the specified
pressure and temperature. The particle species flux is obtained using the moment
equation corresponding to momentum of particles,
∂(mkuknk)
∂t
+∇.(mknkukuk) +∇(nkkbTk) + Zkenk∇φ+mknkukνk,b = 0 (2.17)
where mk is mass and Tk is temperature of the particle species; φ is the electro-
static potential; νk,b is momentum transfer collision frequency between species and
background gas species; kb Boltzmann constant, e is electronic charge and value of
Zk is 1 and -1 for argon ions and electrons, respectively. The energy conservation
equation is used to evaluate the electron temperature and is given by
∂
∂t
(
3
2
kbneTe) +∇.qe − eΓe.∇φ+ ΣjRej∆Hj + 3kbneme
mb
νe,b = 0 (2.18)
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Re,j is production rate of electrons from inelastic collision j; ∆Hj energy lost per
electron in an inelastic collision event j; mb is mass of dominant background gas
species; Γe = neue is electron flux and qe is total electron energy flux evaluated as
qe = −Ke∇Te + 5
2
kbTeΓe (2.19)
where the first term is modeled as a heat flux based on Fourier approximation with
thermal conductivity
Ke =
5
2meνe,b
nek
2
bTe (2.20)
The ion temperature Ti is assumed to be same as the background gas temperature
Tb which is taken to be constant for all simulations presented in the current work.
Finally, the Poisson’s equation is used to couple the conservation equations and is
given by
∇2φ = −∇.E = −e
0
(ΣkZknk) (2.21)
In the context of this work, the above system of equations is referred to as the full-
momentum model. In many cases, the momentum conservation equation is replaced
by a simplified drift-diffusion (DD) model obtained by neglecting the inertial effect
and acceleration. The DD model’s primary advantages include ease of implementa-
tion and reduced computational cost. The DD equation is given by
Γk = µknkE − ηk∇(nkkbTk) (2.22)
where mobility µk = Zke/mkνk,b and ηk = Dk/mkνk,b, with Dk being the diffusion
constant. The first term in the above equation models the effect of electric field on
charged particles (drift) and the second term accounts for the effect of diffusion in a
non-uniform plasma. However, we do not utilize the DD model and hence do away
with the approximations involved by neglecting the inertial term.
2.3.2.2 Boundary Conditions
The general expression for the boundary condition for electron and ion fluxes
is
Γe =
1
4
vethnenˆ− aγseΓi + (a+ 1)µeEne (2.23)
Γi =
1
4
vininˆ+ aµiEni (2.24)
The value of a is equal to 1 if the electric field is directed towards the electrode
and zero otherwise. Also, vkth(=
√
8kbTk/pimk) is the thermal velocity of particle
species k; nˆ is normal vector pointing towards the electrode; γse is secondary electron
emission coefficient as described in the context of PIC-MCC simulations. A constant
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value of potential is used at the boundaries for the solution of Poisson’s equation.
For the electron energy equation, boundary conditions for electron temperature are
implemented based on the energy flux and given by
qe = (
5
2
kbTe)[
1
4
nev
e
thnˆ+ (a− 1)neue]− a(
5
2
kbTse)γseΓi (2.25)
with Tse being the temperature at which secondary electrons are emitted from the
electrode surface and is taken to be 300 K for all simulations presented in this work.
2.3.2.3 Numerical Scheme
The above set of governing equations for plasma fluid model are solved using
a standard finite volume method (FVM) implementation on a structured grid. The
equations are solved in a semi-implicit form using Euler implicit temporal discretiza-
tion and a first-order upwind scheme for spatial discretization of convection terms.
A second order Gauss linear scheme has been implemented for diffusion terms and a
second order least-squares scheme for gradient discretization. The fluid description
of microplasmas requires several input parameters including reaction rate constants
and momentum transfer collision frequency with both these parameters depending
on the velocity distribution function. With the lack of direct information of ve-
locity distribution functions of both electrons and ions, certain approximations are
required for closure of the fluid model. While the ions are assumed to be in equilib-
rium (Maxwellian distribution) with the neutral gas, a zero-dimensional version of
the Boltzmanns equation is commonly used to solve for the electron energy distri-
bution function (EEDF). BOLSIG+ is a popular freeware for the numerical solution
of the Boltzmann equation for electrons in weakly ionized gases in uniform electric
fields. It uses a two-term approximation [109] to solve for the EEDF to obtain
electron transport coefficients and collision rate coefficients from more fundamental
cross section data, which were used as input parameters for our fluid model as a func-
tion of E/nb (ratio of electric field to background number density). Since the mean
electron energy (and hence electron temperature) is also obtained as a function of
E/nb, the reaction rate constants were obtained as a function of local mean electron
energy (and hence electron temperature). While solving the zero-dimensional ver-
sion of Boltzmanns equation accounts for the potential non-Maxwellian behaviour
of the EEDF, an even simpler approach is to assume that the EEDF is a Maxwellian
distribution function at a given electron temperature.
2.4 Reactions and Cross sections
With the PIC-MCC algorithm and fluid model equations described in detail,
here is presented a list of possible chemical reactions and the corresponding collision
cross sections utilized for simulations reported in this work.
Table 2.1 shows the reactions including four species of electrons, argon ions, argon
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dimers, and excited state argon. An argon atom at ground state has three electron
shells corresponding with the principal quantum numbers of n = 1, 2, 3. The elec-
tron configuration for that would be 1s22s22p63s23p6. When an argon atom receives
enough energy (equal or more than a threshold called excitation energy), the elec-
tron in the last energy level or the orbit with the highest energy will move to a higher
energy level based on the energy it has received. The electron configuration that we
consider in this work for the excited state argon would be 1s22s22p63s23p54s1 and
1s22s22p63s23p54p1. We use a lumped value for excitation energy and only consider
one excited state and represent it by Ar∗.
While a larger set of collisions could possibly be included, the simulations
considered in this dissertation restrict themselves to a sub-set of these collision
types. The list of reactions used for studying a certain physical mechanism was
based on intuition regarding the importance of that particular reaction.
Table 2.1: Argon reactions considered in this work
1 e + Ar → e + Ar Elastic
2 e + Ar → e + Ar∗ Excitation
3 e + Ar → 2e + Ar+ Ionization
4 Ar + Ar+ → Ar+ + Ar Charge Exchange
5 Ar + Ar+ → Ar + Ar+ Scattering
6 2Ar + Ar+ → Ar + Ar+2 Dimer Formation
7 Ar + Ar+2 → Ar + Ar+2 Elastic
8 e + Ar+2 → Ar + Ar Recombination
9 e + Ar∗ → 2e + Ar+ Ionization
The cross sections for collisions in which Ar+2 is not involved, are same as
those reported by Vahedi and Surendra [107] and correspond to the default values
in XPDP1. The expressions for cross sections as a function of incident energy are
listed in Table 2.2. The collision cross section is usually denoted σ and measured
in units of area. It is a function of the relative velocities between the striking
particles before collision. The larger the cross section, the more likely that a specific
scattering event occurs. In fact, σ quantifies the likelihood of a scattering event
(elastic, excitation, ionization, charge exchange, etc.) when an incident species
strikes a target species. One popular approximation for collision cross section is the
hard sphere approximation in which the area of the conventional geometric cross
section is considered as the collision cross section. This parameter along with a
certain conditions determines whether a chemical reaction takes place or not. In
other words, the collision cross section determines how large the distance between
two particles must be in order for a collision to occur. For the formation and
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recombination of Ar+2 ions, we used reaction rate constants of 2.5× 10−43m3/s and
3× 10−14m3/s [110], respectively.
Argon microplasmas are simulated with charged and excited species modeled
as computational particles and where ever we have comparison of PIC-MCC results
with fluid model the subset of chosen reactions include reactions 1, 2, 3, 4, and 5.
Since we use XPDP1 default cross sections for the electron-Argon collisions while
our fluid model uses cross section datasets from a 0-D Boltzmann solver named
BOLSIG+, we compared them to ensure that they are not very different. Fig-
ure 2.4 graphically shows the cross section dependence on energy along with other
well-established datasets for electron-Argon collisions. As you can see, only the
electron impacting reactions are compared since they play a super important role
in determining the plasma number density, heating, electron temperature and other
plamsa characteristics while the other two reactions (reactions 4 and 5) have negli-
gible effects. Apart from the fact that electron-impact reactions are more important
BOLSIG+ only deals with electron collisions and for the ion transport properties,
mobility data from literature are used. The first three equations (as summarized in
Table 2.2) used in XPDP1 agree closely with the cross section described in the Phelps
database. [111,112] The BSR [113] cross sections (B-Spline R-matrix) are based on
quantum mechanical calculations and differ slightly from the Phelps database cross
sections. For a detailed comparison of cross sections for electron-Argon collisions in
various databases, the reader is referred to the work of Pitchford et al. [110] The
subtle differences in the cross sections may not be significant in the context of the
current work where the emphasis is on comparing kinetic and continuum simulations
of microplasmas. For ion- neutral collision, charge exchange and elastic scattering
collisions were utilized. [107] It was ensured that the same set of cross sections were
utilized in both PIC-MCC and fluid simulations.
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Table 2.2: Summary of the collisions included in this work along with relevant cross
sections or rate constants.
Collision Cross section σ [10−9m2] or Rate constant k [m3/s]
e+ Ar → e+ Ar (elastic) σ() =
{
1
10/0.11
, for  < 0.2
9.071.55 (+70)
1.10
(14+)3.25
, for  > 0.2
e+ Ar → e+ Ar∗
(excitation) σ() =
[
3.8512 log( 
3.4015
)−4.8523

]
for  > 11.5
e+ Ar → 2e+ Ar+ σ() = 13.596

log
(
+ 120

15.76
tan−1
(
2−9.76+2.4
20.6+206.0
)
+ tan−1
(
2−80
10.3+103.0
))
(ionization) for  > 15.76
Ar+ + Ar → Ar+ + Ar
(scattering) σ() =
{
2× 10−19 + 5.5× 10−19/√, for  > 4
−2× 10−19√+ 10.65× 10−19, for  < 4
Ar + Ar+ → Ar + Ar+ σ() =
{
1.8× 10−19 + 4.0× 10−19/√, for  > 4
−2× 10−19√+ 7.8× 10−19, for  < 4
2Ar + Ar+ → Ar + Ar+2 k = 2.5× 10−43
Ar + Ar+2 → Ar + Ar+2 σ() =
{
1.8× 10−19 + 4.0× 10−19/√, for  > 4
−2× 10−19√+ 7.8× 10−19, for  < 4
e+ Ar+2 → Ar + Ar k = 3× 10−14
e+ Ar∗ → 2e+ Ar+ Data from Ref [114]
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Figure 2.4: The electron-impact cross sections utilized in the current work compared
with standard databases in literature.
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Chapter 3
BENCHMARK CONTINUUM AND KINETIC
SIMULATIONS OF ARGON MICROPLASMAS IN THE
DIRECT CURRENT AND MICROWAVE REGIMES
3.1 Summary/Abstract
This chapter is a joint work with another PhD student in Dr Ayyaswamy’s
group, Abhishek Verma. The kinetic simulations are the writer’s work and the con-
tinuum simulation results are presented here for comparison. The chapter presents
benchmark comparisons between continuum and kinetic simulations of argon mi-
croplasmas operating in the direct current and microwave regimes. Kinetic simula-
tions using the particle-in-cell with Monte Carlo collisions (PIC-MCC) method and
continuum simulations using the full-momentum equation for both ions and electrons
which were described in chapter 2 are performed at various operating conditions in
order to study the influence of product of pressure and gap size, pd (for a given
gap size), influence of gap size (for a given value of pd) and operating frequency.
It is shown that using the electron energy distribution function (EEDF) predicted
by zero-dimensional Boltzmann solvers (such as BOLSIG +) in continuum simula-
tions of direct current microplasmas leads to a significant under-prediction of plasma
number densities with continuum simulations based on the Maxwellian EEDF per-
forming better particularly for higher values of pd. The discrepancy between kinetic
and continuum simulations is attributed to the presence of hot electrons created as
a result of secondary emission and subsequent acceleration in the sheath. On the
other hand, simulations performed for argon microwave microplasmas operating at
0.5 GHz, 0.8 GHz, 2 GHz and 4 GHz demonstrated that continuum simulations per-
formed using the rate constants from BOLSIG+ showed excellent agreement with
kinetic simulations for the plasma density profiles in spite of over-predicting the
voltage/power required to achieve a given plasma density.
3.2 Argon Microplasma Chemistry
For this chapter the chosen reaction set includes three electron-neutral col-
lisions and two ion-neutral collisions (reactions 1, 2, 3, 4, 5 in Table 2.1) It was
ensured that the same reaction set was used for both continuum and kinetic simu-
lations in order to ensure meaningful comparison. Even though one electron-impact
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excitation reaction has been included, the excited states were not tracked in the
simulations presented in this chapter and it is not expected to affect the results
significantly. While the chosen reaction set is not exhaustive and a more complex
reaction set could be used, this choice ensures that we are dealing with a simple sys-
tem thereby allowing us to focus on the comparisons between kinetic and continuum
simulations. However, we should be aware that under certain conditions other reac-
tions could play an important role. For example, at high pressures, the formation of
argon dimer ions through a reaction between argon ion and argon neutral becomes
important. Also, this leads to another reaction pathway where the electrons and
dimer ions recombine to form neutral species.
3.3 DC Microplasmas
The kinetic and continuum simulations using various physical models de-
scribed above were performed for a range of microplasma operating conditions with
the results compared and contrasted in detail below.
3.3.1 Effect of pd at constant gap size
In this section, we compare PIC-MCC and continuum simulations for various
pd values at a fixed gap size. The simulations were performed for an argon gap of
100 µm with the background gas temperature fixed at 300 K. For these simulations,
the pressure was varied from 100 Torr to 700 Torr, thereby corresponding to pd
values ranging from 1 to 7. The secondary electron emission coefficient was fixed at
0.05. The current-controlled PIC-MCC simulations were performed at 0.2 µA/µm2
with the applied potential obtained self-consistently from the simulations. While the
cross section area was taken as 0.01m2 for the purpose of performing the simulations,
the results (for example, for current) are presented per unit area and are not affected
by the choice of cross section area (as is the norm for one-dimensional simulations).
The results obtained from PIC-MCC simulations are known to depend primarily
on two simulation parameters including the cell size and the average number of
computational particles per cell. Therefore, we first performed a study to quantify
the dependence of results on both these parameters. To characterize the dependence
on cell size, we performed simulations with 250, 500, 1000 and 2000 cells with the
number of computational particles per cell fixed by suitably choosing the ratio of real
to simulated particles. The ratio of real to simulated particles for the four cases was
chosen as 4×1011, 2×1011, 1×1011, and 5×1010, respectively. In order to determine
the dependence of the ratio of real to computational particles, we performed three
different simulations with values of 2 × 1011, 1 × 1011 and 5 × 1010, respectively.
The number of cells was fixed as 1000 for all these simulations. Figures 3.1 and
3.2 show the time history of number of computational particles for various cell size
and ratio of real to computational particles. The time history demonstrates that all
simulations reached steady state when simulated for about 4 µs. Figures 3.3 and
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3.4 show the electron number density profiles obtained for the various cell sizes and
various values for the ratio of real to simulated particles. Based on these results, we
chose to perform all PIC-MCC simulations reported in this work using 1000 cells and
around 50 computational particles per cell. It should be noted that the choice was
based on a trade-off between computational accuracy and cost. Cell size dependence
study was also performed for the continuum simulation and it was decided to use
800 cells to produce results for comparing with PIC-MCC simulations.
Figure 3.1: Comparison of time history showing the number of computational par-
ticles (electron) for various values of cell size in PIC-MCC simulations. The ratio of
real to computational particles was suitably changed to ensure that the number of
computational particles per cell was fixed.
The PIC-MCC results are considered benchmark for comparison with results
of the continuum simulation using full-momentum equations for both ions and elec-
trons. Simulations were performed using rate constants based on both Maxwellian
and non-Maxwellian (zero-dimensional BOLSIG+ solution) EEDFs. In order to en-
able meaningful comparisons, the continuum simulations were also performed at the
same prescribed current density (0.2 µA/µm2). The first case has a pressure of 100
Torr or a pd value of 1. Figures 3.5 compares the plasma number density profiles
obtained using the continuum model (with full-momentum equations for both elec-
trons and ions) with those obtained using kinetic simulations. It can be seen that
the plasma number density is under-predicted by both continuum simulations with
the PIC-MCC simulations predicting a peak number density that is a factor of 3
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Figure 3.2: Comparison of time history showing the number of computational par-
ticles (electron) for various values of the ratio of real to computational particles in
PIC-MCC simulations. The number of cells was fixed at 1000.
higher than the continuum simulation based on the Maxwellian EEDF. The contin-
uum simulation based on the non-Maxwellian EEDF (from BOLSIG+) leads to a
peak number density that is an order of magnitude lower than that predicted by the
continuum simulation using a Maxwellian EEDF. However, it is worth pointing out
that the ion number density in the sheath is consistent across all three simulations.
The electron number density in the sheath region, in spite of subtle differences, is
comparable across the three simulations with the continuum simulations leading to
extremely similar profiles as expected. As we move away from the cathode, the
PIC-MCC simulations demonstrate a more rapid increase of the electron number
density and hence a smaller sheath thickness. The continuum simulation using the
Maxwellian EEDF leads to good qualitative agreement with the number density pro-
file predicted by PIC-MCC. As a result of the higher plasma density, the PIC-MCC
simulation has the lowest sheath thickness followed by the Maxwellian continuum
simulation with the non-Maxwellian simulation predicting the largest sheath thick-
ness. The sheath thickness predicted by the three simulations are between 10 and
20 µm.
Figure 3.6 shows the potential profiles across the gap for the PIC-MCC and
the continuum simulations. While all three simulations were performed at a pre-
scribed total current density of 0.2 µA/µm2, the required applied potential to achieve
this current density is significantly different. Specifically, applied potential in the
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Figure 3.3: Comparison of electron number density profiles obtained using PIC-
MCC simulations with various cell sizes.
PIC-MCC simulations is about 385 V in comparison to 605 V in the continuum sim-
ulation using Maxwellian EEDF which further increases to 680 V for the continuum
simulation using non-Maxwellian EEDF.
Figure 3.7 compares the electron temperature profiles obtained from the three
simulations with the electron temperature predicted by PIC-MCC simulations being
significantly higher than the continuum simulations. Both continuum simulations
(with Maxwellian and non-Maxwellian EEDF) predict comparable electron temper-
ature profiles with a peak value of 70 eV which is at least a factor of 2 lower than the
value of 160 eV predicted by the PIC-MCC simulations. The electric field profiles
(figure 3.9) including the peak electric field in the sheath are in good agreement with
each other. Figure 3.8 shows the electron and ion velocities obtained from kinetic
and continuum simulations. While the overall trend is consistent across simulations,
both continuum simulations over-predict the electron velocities. The ion velocities
from all three simulations agree reasonably well with each other which is a direct
consequence of the good agreement for ion number density in the sheath and hence
the cathode electric field. The over-prediction of the electron velocities and under-
prediction of plasma number densities are related since the total current density is
fixed at 0.2 µA/µm2 for all three simulations.
The next set of simulations were performed at a pressure of 300 Torr thereby
corresponding to pd = 3. Figures 3.10 and 3.11 show comparisons of representa-
tive parameters obtained from kinetic and continuum simulations (with Maxwellian
EEDF) for pd = 3. The current density for both simulations was 0.2 µA/µm2. It
should be mentioned that a current density of 0.2 µA/µm2 produced a plasma with
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Figure 3.4: Comparison of electron number density profiles obtained using PIC-
MCC simulations with various values for the ratio of real to computational particles.
positive charge in the entire gap (pre-breakdown regime with no quasi-neutral re-
gion) when simulated with the non-Maxwellian EEDF and hence is not considered
here. This is likely due to the fact that the minimum current density for plasma
ignition is greater than 0.2 µA/µm2. In comparison to the pd = 1 simulations,
the peak number density shifts towards the cathode in both kinetic and continuum
simulations. Unlike the pd = 1 simulations, the applied voltage required to ob-
tain a current density of 0.2 µA/µm2 are comparable (approximately 250 V) for
both kinetic and continuum simulations. The sheath thickness predicted by both
simulations are comparable at about 10 µm even though the discrepancy in the
peak number densities is significant. The number density profile obtained from
the continuum simulation also has a sharper peak (in comparison to the PIC-MCC
simulations followed by a region of almost constant number density. The electron
temperature (figure 3.12) in the quasi-neutral region decreased when compared to
the pd = 1 simulation. As in the previous case, the continuum simulation per-
formed using the Maxwellian EEDF under-predicts the electron temperature in the
quasi-neutral region. The peak electric field magnitude at the cathode (figure 3.13)
predicted by the continuum simulation agrees extremely well with the PIC-MCC
simulations which is a consequence of the good agreement for ion number density
and ion velocity in the sheath (refer to Figure 3.11). However, the electron velocity
profiles demonstrate differences by as high as an order of magnitude and is one of
the reasons for the under-prediction of the plasma number density.
The final set of simulations presented here correspond to a pressure of 700
Torr and therefore pd = 7. Figures 3.14 and 3.15 present representative comparisons
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Figure 3.5: Comparison of plasma number density profiles obtained using PIC-MCC
and continuum simulations for pd = 1. Results obtained using both Maxwellian
and non-Maxwellian EEDF obtained from BOLSIG+ are shown for the continuum
simulation.
of PIC-MCC and continuum simulations for pd = 7. It should be reiterated that the
non-Maxwellian EEDF could not be ignited at the prescribed current density of 0.2
µA/µm2 and hence is not considered here. Of all the cases considered in this work,
the pd = 7 case has the best agreement for plasma number density between kinetic
and continuum simulations. However, it should be pointed out that the continuum
simulation leads to a region with flat plasma number density which is not observed
in the PIC-MCC simulation. The electron temperature in the quasi-neutral region
predicted by the continuum simulation is lower than the corresponding value in PIC-
MCC simulations which has been a consistent trend for all pd values considered here.
The magnitude of peak electric field in the sheath is predicted accurately as a result
of consistent prediction of ion number density in the sheath by both simulations.
Figure 3.16 compares the ensemble-averaged (same as time-averaged for di-
rect current simulations) electron energy probability function (EEPF) obtained from
PIC-MCC simulations (at various spatial locations characterized by distance from
cathode) along with the Maxwellian EEPF at the corresponding electron tempera-
ture. It is clear that the PIC-MCC EEPF has a high-energy tail region which cannot
be accounted for in the continuum simulations using Maxwellian/non-Maxwellian
EEPF. Specifically, the non-Maxwellian EEPF predicted by BOLSIG+ has a de-
pleted high-energy tail which explains the observation that the non-Maxwellian con-
tinuum simulations required much higher potentials to ignite the plasma. While the
Maxwellian EEPF does not deplete the tail, it still does not capture the high-energy
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Figure 3.6: Comparison of potential profiles obtained using PIC-MCC and contin-
uum simulations for pd = 1. Results obtained using both Maxwellian and non-
Maxwellian EEDF obtained from BOLSIG+ are shown for the continuum simula-
tion.
tail of the EEPF accurately.
The high energy tail region can be attributed to runaway [115, 116] sec-
ondary electrons that gain significant energy while traveling across the sheath and
these electrons extend well into the quasi-neutral region in the microplasmas sim-
ulated in this work. Also, the PIC-MCC EEPFs could possibly be described by
a bi-Maxwellian distribution with two characteristic temperatures and formulating
multi-temperature models could be an important direction in improving the accu-
racy of continuum simulations of DC microplasma devices that are expected to have
significant secondary electron emission. Our results for microwave microplasmas
presented in a subsequent section agree with this explanation.
With the PIC-MCC simulations providing accurate non-Maxwellian EEDF informa-
tion including the presence of run-away electrons, performing continuum simulations
by using this information was considered as a possible option to enhance their ac-
curacy. However, this option was dismissed for the following reasons. Firstly, the
runaway electrons and hence the EEDF greatly depend on the operating conditions.
Therefore, the rate coefficient dependence on electron temperature is not expected
to be unique even for microplasmas operating at different voltages, let alone differ-
ent pd values. Also, with the spatial variation of EEDF and electron temperature
particularly in the sheath, the rate coefficient for a given electron temperature is
not unique thereby leading to ambiguity. The use of PIC-MCC EEDFs in contin-
uum simulations was therefore discounted in this work particularly for the lack of
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Figure 3.7: Comparison of electron temperature profiles obtained using PIC-MCC
and continuum simulations for pd = 1. Results obtained using both Maxwellian
and non-Maxwellian EEDF obtained from BOLSIG+ are shown for the continuum
simulation.
generality and uniqueness. In other words, the best way to feed information to
the continuum simulations would be one-dimensional PIC-MCC simulations at the
corresponding conditions which would then defeat the purpose of a continuum sim-
ulation in the first place.
In order to understand the influence of secondary electron emission coefficient on
the high-energy runaway electrons and hence on agreement between continuum and
kinetic simulations, we compared the results obtained for γse = 0.005 at pd = 7.
The current density was fixed at 0.2 µm/µm2 (same as for other simulations pre-
sented earlier). Figure 3.17 shows the spatial profiles of plasma number density
and potential obtained from both continuum (with Maxwellian EEDF) and kinetic
simulations. The plasma density predicted by the PIC-MCC simulations is about
a factor of 8 higher than that predicted by the continuum simulation. In other
words, the discrepancy between the continuum and kinetic simulations is higher
for the γse = 0.005 case when compared to the γse= 0.05 case presented earlier.
Also, the PIC-MCC simulation predicted a significantly higher applied voltage (in
comparison to the Maxwellian EEDF continuum simulation) to achieve the given
current density. Specifically, the PIC-MCC voltage of 520 V is about 180 V higher
than the Maxwellian EEDF continuum simulation voltage. These results point to
a very interesting connection between the secondary electron emission coefficient,
the resulting applied voltage and the influence of runaway electrons. While one
would anticipate that decreasing the influence of boundary processes by decreasing
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Figure 3.8: Comparison of electron and ion velocity profiles obtained using PIC-
MCC and continuum simulations for pd = 1 (d = 100µm). Results obtained using
both Maxwellian and non-Maxwellian EEDF obtained from BOLSIG+ are shown
for the continuum simulation.
secondary electron emission coefficient would lead to a decrease in the fraction of
high-energy electrons, the corresponding increase in applied voltage actually leads
to an effectively larger contribution of runaway electrons.
Specifically, the difference in voltage between the γse = 0.05 and γse = 0.005
PIC-MCC simulations is about 280 V. This difference in voltage leads to electrons
being accelerated to much higher energies (as confirmed by the EEDF results pre-
sented below). While Maxwellian EEDF continuum simulations predict the same
(expected) trend with higher voltage for the γse = 0.005 case, the predicted increase
is only about 150 V. Therefore, apart from the value of the secondary electron emis-
sion coefficient, the resulting operating voltage plays a significant role in the utility
of continuum simulations.
3.3.2 Effect of gap size at constant pd
The next set of simulations were performed for two different gap sizes (20 µm
and 1 cm) at constant pd = 1 in order to study the influence of gap size on the
agreement between continuum and kinetic simulations. It should be noted that re-
sults were already presented and discussed for the pd = 1 case corresponding to a
gap size of 100 µm. The pressures for the simulations at 1 cm and 20 µm were
taken as 1 Torr and 500 Torr, respectively. pd scaling requires the ratio of Debye
length over gapsize, λDe/d to remain constant and λDe ∝ 1/√ne. As a result of
pd scaling, we anticipate that decreasing the gap size (for a given voltage) by a
factor of 10 will lead to a factor of 100 increase in the number density and hence
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Figure 3.9: Comparison of electric field profiles obtained using PIC-MCC and con-
tinuum simulations for pd = 1. Results obtained using both Maxwellian and non-
Maxwellian EEDF obtained from BOLSIG+ are shown for the continuum simula-
tion.
current density. Therefore, we simulated the 1 cm plasma at a current density of
20 A/m2, and the 20 µm plasma at a current density of 5 µA/µm2. It is worth
noting that the 100 µm microplasma simulated earlier was operating at a current
density of 0.2 µA/µm2. Figure 3.18 compares the number density profiles obtained
for the 1 cm plasma using kinetic and continuum simulations (including Maxwellian
and Non-Maxwellian EEDF based reaction rate coefficients) and the striking sim-
ilarity with the results of the 100 µm microplasma is immediately evident. The
PIC-MCC simulation predicts a plasma density that is about a factor of 4 higher
than the Maxwellian EEDF continuum simulation. The continuum simulation using
the non-Maxwellian EEDF continues to significantly underpredict (by close to an
order of magnitude) the plasma densities. Figure 3.19 shows the potential profiles
obtained using the three simulations with the applied potential to achieve a current
density of 20 A/m2 being comparable to the required potential to achieve a current
density of 0.2 µA/µm2 in the 100 µm microplasma. This demonstrates that all three
simulations predict results that are consistent with the pd scaling. Interestingly, the
simulations (Figures 3.20 and 3.21) for the 20 µm gap also predict pd scaling with
almost identical applied potentials to achieve a current of 5 µA/µm2. In summary,
the conclusions regarding agreement of continuum and kinetic simulations based on
results presented earlier are expected to show no dependence on the gap size.
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Figure 3.10: Comparison of plasma number density and potential profiles obtained
using PIC-MCC and continuum simulations (using Maxwellian EEDF) for pd = 3.
3.4 Microplasma at microwave frequency
Finally, we also present one representative simulation of microplasmas op-
erating at microwave frequencies since ignition of microplasma devices using GHz
to THz frequencies is actively pursued by several researchers [60]. In this section,
we present results for an argon microwave microplasma operating in a gap size of
200 µm at a pressure of 760 Torr. These conditions are similar to the operating
parameters of split-ring resonator microplasma devices that have been extensively
tested by Hopwood et al. [34,42,43,58]. One-dimensional fluid simulations have also
been reported [56, 57] based on the drift-diffusion model (using an effective electric
field approach) for the electrons and the full-momentum equation for ions (that are
more or less stationary under these conditions). The secondary electron emission
was set to be equal at both electrodes for the PIC-MCC and continuum simula-
tions reported here. At the lower current density considered in this section, the
microplasma is anyway expected to operate in the α-mode with limited influence
on boundary processes [117]. We confirm this by comparing the γse = 0.07 and
γse = 0 and the results are shown to be nearly identical. While operation at the
higher current density is expected to show some dependence on boundary processes,
here we restrict ourself to the case of γse = 0 for these current densities to study
current density and frequency effects without the additional complexity of bound-
ary processes. The gas temperature was set to 800 K based on measurements [57]
performed in a comparable microplasma device. All time-averaged results presented
here were obtained by averaging over half the cycle. Continuum simulation pa-
rameters such as electron collision frequency were same as for the DC simulations
presented earlier. Also, it should be noted that the simulations assume that an
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Figure 3.11: Comparison of electron and ion velocity profiles obtained using PIC-
MCC and continuum simulations (using Maxwellian EEDF) for pd = 3.
electrostatic description obtained by solving the Poisson’s equation is sufficiently
accurate. This is supported by the fact that the gap size of 200 µm is significantly
smaller than the wavelength corresponding to the excitation frequency for frequen-
cies up to 150 GHz. The wavelength of 2 mm would still be a factor of 10 higher
than the gap size at an excitation frequency of 150 GHz. At higher frequencies, an
electromagnetic description enabled by solving the Maxwell’s equations would be
more suitable.
We first performed a study to determine the dependence of the PIC-MCC
results on the ratio of real to computational particles. The simulation parameters
included a current density amplitude of 0.05 µA/µm2, γse = 0 and an excitation
frequency of 0.5 GHz. Figure 3.22 compares the electron number density profiles
obtained using three different values for the ratio of real to computational particles.
Based on the results, it was determined that a value of 5×108 produced acceptable
results and was used to perform the simulations presented below. The total number
of computational particles for this simulation was about 70,000. The simulations at
other frequencies and current densities utilized a comparable number of computa-
tional particles by suitably varying the ratio of real to computational particles.
Figure 3.23 shows the time-averaged electron and ion number density pro-
files obtained from PIC-MCC and continuum simulations (Maxwellian and non-
Maxwellian EEPF) for a microplasma operating at a current density amplitude of
0.05 µA/µm2, frequency of 0.5 GHz and γse = 0.07. The number densities obtained
using rate constants based on the non-Maxwellian EEPF agree extremely well with
the PIC-MCC simulations indicating that the EEPF in microwave microplasmas is
comparable to the non-Maxwellian EEPF predicted from BOLSIG+. However, we
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Figure 3.12: Comparison of electron temperature profiles obtained using PIC-MCC
and continuum simulations (using Maxwellian EEDF) for pd = 3.
were not able to make direct comparisons with the PIC-MCC EEPF since capturing
the unsteady behavior of EEDFs accurately would require an unfeasible number of
computational particles. The sheath thicknesses corresponding to the three simula-
tions correlate well with the number density with the Maxwellian simulation leading
to the thinnest sheath. Unlike the direct current simulations presented earlier, the
ion number density profile in the sheath is predicted to be slightly higher by the
Maxwellian simulation in spite of the total current density being the same for all
three cases. This can be attributed to the interplay between the ion number den-
sity, electric field and hence displacement current. Figure 3.24 compares the time
history profiles of voltages obtained using continuum (using non-Maxwellian EEDF)
and PIC-MCC simulations. The PIC-MCC simulation continues to predict a lower
applied voltage to achieve a given current density at 105 V amplitude in comparison
to about 150 V predicted by the continuum simulations. Both simulations predict
that current leads voltage by about 0.4pi radians with the PIC-MCC simulation
predicting a slightly higher phase difference than the continuum simulations. The
magnitude of impedance |Z| (per unit cross section area) is obtained as the ratio of
voltage amplitude to current amplitude as 0.003 Ω/m2 (PIC-MCC simulations) and
0.0021 Ω/m2 (continuum simulations), respectively.
Figure 3.25 and 3.26 show the corresponding results for a microplasma op-
erating at γse = 0. Based on the results obtained for the γse = 0.07, continuum
simulations were performed only using the Non-Maxwellian EEDF. The results are
very similar to that obtained for γse = 0.07. In spite of the similarities, there are
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Figure 3.13: Comparison of electric field profiles obtained using PIC-MCC and
continuum simulations (using Maxwellian EEDF) for pd = 3.
differences worth mentioning. For example, the continuum simulation predicts a
slightly larger number density than the PIC-MCC simulation. Also, the phase shift
between current and voltage predicted by the two simulation techniques are differ-
ent by about 0.1pi radians with the continuum simulation predicting a smaller phase
shift than the PIC-MCC simulation. This difference was concluded to be small
enough to confirm that boundary processes do not have a significant effect on the
operation of microwave microplasmas at the low current density considered here.
Figures 3.27 and 3.28 show the corresponding results for a microplasma op-
erating at 0.8 GHz. The current density amplitude was taken to be 0.05 µA/µm2
(same as above) and γse was fixed at 0. The number density profiles obtained from
the two techniques were once again nearly identical with only subtle differences. The
peak number density was around 1.6×1019 1/m3 from the PIC-MCC simulation and
1.2×1019 1/m3 from the continuum simulation. This peak number density value is
also comparable to the peak number density obtained for the 0.5 GHz simulations
presented earlier indicating that fixing the current density is equivalent to fixing
the peak number density. The peak voltage predicted by the PIC-MCC simulation
(55 V) continued to be lower than the voltage predicted by the continuum simula-
tion (90 V). Also, it should be noted that the peak voltage to obtain a given current
density (equivalent to a given number density) decreased with the increase in fre-
quency indicating that the power requirement to achieve a given number density is
lower for the 0.8 GHz excitation.
Simulations were also performed at a higher peak current density of 0.4 µA/µm2
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Figure 3.14: Comparison of plasma number density and potential profiles obtained
using PIC-MCC and continuum simulations (using Maxwellian EEDF) for pd = 7.
for a microplasma operating at 2 GHz. The value of γse was set to be 0. A higher
current density was chosen for the higher frequency partially because of experimen-
tal evidence that fixing the power and operating a microplasma at higher frequency
automatically results in a higher current density. Figure 3.29 compares the num-
ber density profiles obtained using both continuum (non-Maxwellian EEDF) and
PIC-MCC simulations. Once again, there is good overall agreement between the
two methods even though the PIC-MCC simulation present a local minimum at the
mid-point with symmetrical off-center peaks which is not captured by the continuum
simulation. Figure 3.30 shows the time history of potential using both simulation
techniques. As with the previous cases, the PIC-MCC simulation predicts a lower
voltage (90 V in comparison to 120 V) for a given current density and the phase
difference between current and voltage waveforms are comparable (0.3pi from con-
tinuum simulations and 0.4pi from PIC-MCC simulations.
A second set of simulations were also performed at a peak current density
of 0.4 µA/µm2 and a frequency of 4 GHz with results summarized in Figs. 3.31
and 3.32. The results are consistent with other results presented in this work and
demonstrated good agreement between the non-Maxwellian EEDF continuum sim-
ulations and PIC-MCC simulations. Once again, the increase in frequency leads to
a decrease in power requirements to achieve a given current density (or peak plasma
density). Also, the PIC-MCC simulations predict a lower peak voltage (45 V) than
the continuum simulations (80 V) with good agreement in the phase shift predic-
tions.
The general trend in all microwave microplasma simulations considered in this
chapter was that the number density profiles predicted by continuum simulations
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Figure 3.15: Comparison of electron and ion velocity profiles obtained using PIC-
MCC and continuum simulations (using Maxwellian EEDF) for pd = 7.
were in good agreement with corresponding results from PIC-MCC simulations.
The lower voltage (and hence lower power) predicted by the PIC-MCC simulations
to achieve a given current density (or given plasma density) could be attributed
to the electron heating modes that are captured in each of the techniques. There
are two main mechanisms for heating electrons in microwave discharges: ohmic
and stochastic heating. Ohmic heating is mainly a bulk heating phenomenon and
according to Liberman [118] it is present in all discharges due to the transfer of
energy gained from the acceleration of electrons in electric fields to thermal electron
energy through local collisional processes or in other words, plasma resistivity due
to electron-neutral collisions leads to ohmic heating. This heating mechanism is
particularly important at high pressures at which the collision frequency is high,
where it can be the dominant heating mechanism.
Stochastic electron heating (sometimes called collisionless heating) is a power-
ful mechanism in microwave discharges. Here electrons impinging on the oscillating
sheath edge suffer a change of velocity upon reflection back into the bulk plasma. A
similar example can be the energy transfer in which a ball bounces back and forth
between a fixed and an oscillating wall. Electrons reflecting from the large deceler-
ating fields of a moving high-voltage sheath can be approximated by assuming the
reflected velocity is that which occurs in an elastic collision of a ball with a moving
wall. As the sheath moves into the bulk, the reflected electrons gain energy; as the
sheath moves away, the electrons lose energy. However, averaging over an oscillation
period, there is a net energy gain. Since the electric fields in the sheath are much
larger than the fields inside the plasma, stochastic heating is often the dominant
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Figure 3.16: Comparison of ensemble-averaged (same as time-averaged for direct
current simulations) EEPF obtained using PIC-MCC and corresponding Maxwellian
EEPF based on local electron temperature at various spatial locations for pd = 7.
The locations are characterized by distances from cathode.
heating mechanism in low-pressure discharges.
The continuum simulations only account for ohmic heating whereas the PIC-MCC
simulations account for both ohmic and stochastic heating. The small discrepancy
in voltages could therefore be attributed to the contribution of stochastic heating
which is not included in the continuum simulations. However, other reasons are
also possible and require further studies. In spite of the results presented here,
it is worth mentioning that this work is non-exhaustive. Microwave microplasmas
have several interesting operating modes that have been considered by several re-
searchers [?, 59, 119] Comparisons at all of these conditions is beyond the scope of
this work and future work should focus on comparing and validating microwave
microplasmas at some of these other operating conditions.
While a more detailed analysis (at higher frequencies and/or higher current
densities) comparing continuum and kinetic simulations is imperative as discussed
above, this comparison shows that continuum simulations using non-Maxwellian
EEDFs predicted by BOLSIG+ are likely to be more accurate than continuum simu-
lations using a Maxwellian EEDF for microwave microplasmas. Also, the simulations
presented here have fewer input parameters when compared to the drift-diffusion
model that include an equation for effective electric field. Unlike the direct-current
microplasmas considered earlier, the microwave microplasmas that were considered
here did not have any contribution from secondary electron emission and hence did
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Figure 3.17: Comparison of plasma number density and potential profiles obtained
using PIC-MCC and continuum simulations (using Maxwellian EEDF) for pd = 7.
The secondary electron emission coefficient was fixed at γse = 0.005.
not have the influence of runaway electrons. This is one of the reasons for excellent
agreement between kinetic and continuum simulations based on the non-Maxwellian
EEDF. It should be reiterated that the continuum model used here does not use the
drift-diffusion formulation and consequently does not require the effective electric
field approach even at high frequencies encountered here.
3.5 DC microplasmas with high secondary yield cathodes
The above comparisons were all for microplasmas with cathodes with sec-
ondary electron emission coefficient as small as 0.07 or none. In this section, we
want to complete our work by performing a systematic comparison between kinetic
and continuum simulations for DC microplasmas with cathodes with higher sec-
ondary electron emission and a moderate pd value (pd∼1). Here, we will also look
at the electron energy probability functions obtained from PIC-MCC simulations
and compare it with Maxwellian electron energy probability function.
Again the gap size is chosen as 100 µm with the operating pressure fixed at
100 Torr thereby resulting in a pd value of 1 Torr.cm. The only emission mechanism
considered here is secondary electron emission due to ion bombardment and is char-
acterized by a constant secondary electron emission coefficient (strictly speaking,
the emission coefficient depends on the incident ion energies but is not considered
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Figure 3.18: Comparison of number density profiles obtained using PIC-MCC and
continuum simulations (Maxwellian and non-Maxwellian EEDF) of an argon plasma
operating in a 1 cm gap at a current density of 20 A/m2.
here for simplicity). With a specified constant secondary electron emission coeffi-
cient (γse), the flux of electrons emitted (Γe) from the electrodes depend on the flux
of incident ions (Γi) and is given by
Γe = γseΓi (3.1)
The secondary electron emission coefficient of the cathode was fixed as 0.1. The gas
temperature was fixed at 300 K, same as earlier simulations. The computational
domain was divided into 1000 cells and the timestep was taken as 100 fs both of
which satisfy the requirements for accurate PIC-MCC simulations. The ratio of
real to simulated particles is ∼ 1010 .The results presented are all time-averaged for
100,000 timesteps after the simulations reached steady state. The number density
profiles obtained using PIC-MCC simulations performed for a current density of 0.2
µA/µm2 are shown in Fig. 3.33 with a peak number density of 1022 1/m3 thereby
corresponding to a degree of ionization of 0.01. The degree of ionization or ionization
yield refers to the ratio of the number of neutral particles that become ionized and
therefore charged to the number of neutral particles in plasma. At such high levels of
ionization, electron-electron collisions might become important but are not included
in these simulations.
The electron-electron collisions will result in an EEDF that is closer to equi-
librium conditions. The quasi-neutral and sheath regions of the microplasma are
clearly visible with a sheath thickness of about 10 µm. Figure 3.33 also shows the
spatial variation of potential with the entire potential drop occurring in the sheath
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Figure 3.19: Comparison of potential profiles obtained using PIC-MCC and con-
tinuum simulations (Maxwellian and non-Maxwellian EEDF) of an argon plasma
operating in a 1 cm gap at a current density of 20 A/m2.
region. The powered electrode potential at steady state was obtained as 230 V with
the plasma potential being slightly higher. Figure 3.34 shows the spatial variation
of electron and ion conduction current densities along with the spatial variation of
electric field. While ions carry most of the current in the sheath region, electrons
are the primary current-carrying species in the quasi-neutral region. The total cur-
rent density is constant across the gap and is equal to the prescribed value of 0.2
µA/µm2. The maximum electric field of about 40 V/µm occurs at the cathode.
Finally, Fig. 3.35 shows the spatial variation of electron and ion temperature. As
expected, the electron temperature varies rapidly in the sheath region with a peak
value of about 100 eV. The ions are accelerated in the sheath region with the ions
reaching the cathode at a temperature of 10 eV. Also, the electron and ion temper-
atures in the quasi-neutral region are 2 eV and 0.07 eV respectively. Figure 3.36
shows the electron energy probability function (EEPF) defined as
g() =
f()√

(3.2)
at various locations in the microplasma. Here g() is the EEPF, f() is the EEDF
or electron energy distribution function and  is energy. The EEPF at equilibrium
(Maxwellian) is given by
f() =
1
pi1/2T
3/2
e
exp(
−
Te
) (3.3)
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Figure 3.20: Comparison of number density profiles obtained using PIC-MCC and
continuum simulations (Maxwellian and non-Maxwellian EEDF) of an argon plasma
operating in a 20 µm gap at a current density of 5 µA/µm2.
As expected, the EEPFs are significantly different from the Maxwellian EEPF
based on local electron temperature. In particular, the secondary electrons acceler-
ated in the sheath region lead to a significant population of hot electrons thereby
increasing the deviation from a Maxwellian EEPF. At a distance of 25µm (greater
than the sheath thickness), the agreement with a Maxwellian EEPF is better. The
EEPF plays a significant role in determining the reaction rate constants and hence
the discrepancy between continuum and kinetic simulations as discussed below. We
then performed continuum simulations using the full-momentum equations (for both
electrons and ions) with the results compared with those obtained using PIC-MCC
simulations. Fig. 3.37 shows the excitation and ionization reaction rate coefficients
as a function of electron temperature obtained using both Maxwellian and Non-
Maxwellian EEDFs in BOLSIG+. For comparison, we also utilized the EEDFs
obtained from the PIC-MCC simulations to determine the rate coefficients as a
function of electron temperature. The comparison in Fig. 3.37 shows that the PIC-
MCC rate coefficients for the 100 Torr microplasma are, in general, higher than the
rate constants obtained using BOLSIG+. The high energy tail in the sheath region
(as a result of the secondary electrons accelerated in the sheath) leads to a large
reaction rate coefficient even at low temperatures. There is also some deviation
at high temperatures (also a consequence of hot electrons in the sheath region).
In spite of the general under-prediction of reaction rate constants, the Maxwellian
rate constants agree better with the PIC-MCC simulations which is consistent with
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Figure 3.21: Comparison of potential profiles obtained using PIC-MCC and con-
tinuum simulations (Maxwellian and non-Maxwellian EEDF) of an argon plasma
operating in a 20 µm gap at a current density of 5 µA/µm2.
the better agreement between other variables obtained by PIC-MCC and contin-
uum model using Maxwellian EEPF. Therefor, for the rest of this chapter, only the
Maxwellian EEPF is used for the continuum simulations. For the full-momentum
model, the electron-neutral and ion-neutral collision frequencies obtained directly
based on the cross section used in the PIC-MCC simulations in conjunction with
the local mean velocity. Figure 3.38 shows a comparison of the electron number
density profiles obtained for the 100 Torr case using continuum (Maxwellian rate
constants with the full-momentum equation set) simulations. It should also be reit-
erated that the continuum simulations were performed in the voltage-driven mode
(as opposed to the current-driven mode of PIC-MCC simulations) since there are
no stability-related constraints. The voltage used in the continuum simulations was
based on the results of the PIC-MCC simulations and was taken to be 250 V. The
results indicate a significant under-prediction of the plasma number density when
compared to the PIC-MCC results in Fig. 3.33(one of the reasons for not comparing
the two results on the same plot). Specifically, the peak plasma density is at least
an order of magnitude lower. The sheath thickness is predicted to be about 20µm
and hence twice the thickness predicted by the PIC-MCC simulations and is a direct
consequence of the discrepancy in the number densities. Fig. 3.39 shows the electron
temperature and electron heat flux profiles obtained from the PIC-MCC simulations
which when compared with PIC-MCC simulations leads to an under-prediction in
the electron temperature. The peak temperature from continuum simulations is 30
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Figure 3.22: Comparison of electron number density profiles in an argon mi-
croplasma (200 µm and 760 Torr) obtained using PIC-MCC simulations with various
values for the ratio of real to computational particles.
eV in comparison to the 100 eV predicted by PIC-MCC simulations. In spite of
the discrepancies in the plasma density and electron temperature, the total current
density(Fig. 3.34) for an applied voltage of 250 V is obtained as 0.14 µA/µm2. How-
ever, the spatial profiles of electron and ion current density are somewhat different
from those obtained from PIC-MCC simulations. The peak electric field (at the
cathode) predicted by continuum simulations is also off by a factor of two from the
PIC-MCC simulation results.
In an effort to explain the significant discrepancy in plasma densities, we com-
pared the mean electron and ion velocities obtained from continuum and PIC-MCC
simulations as seen in Fig. 3.40. While the overall trend from both simulations
are comparable, the mean velocities from the PIC-MCC simulations are signifi-
cantly lower (by about an order of magnitude) in a significant fraction of the gap.
We attribute the significant differences in continuum and kinetic simulations to the
under-prediction of the rate constants that leads to the generation of fewer electrons
and ions. The under-prediction of rate constants, in turn, is a consequence of the
significant non-Maxwellian behaviour of the EEPF particularly in the sheath region.
In particular, the high energy tail might play a major role in determining the plasma
kinetics and hence is not captured by the continuum model. Also, the drag term in
the momentum equation due to collisions with the background gas might be signif-
icantly different from that obtained in PIC-MCC simulations thereby leading to an
over-prediction of the drift velocities in the continuum model. Based on the results
obtained in this work, we make the following observations and recommendations
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Figure 3.23: Comparison of number density profiles obtained using PIC-MCC and
continuum simulations (Maxwellian and non-Maxwellian EEDF) of an argon mi-
croplasma operating in a 200 µm gap at a current density amplitude of 0.05 µA/µm2,
frequency of 0.5 GHz and γse = 0.07.
for simulations of moderate pd microplasmas comparable to those considered here.
The continuum models are likely to be sufficient when the emphasis is on overall
current-voltage characteristics of the device. However, when more specific quanti-
ties are being probed by the simulations, kinetic simulations must be used whenever
possible. For example, in the context of wave-microplasma interaction, the plasma
number density (and hence plasma frequency) is the most important parameter to
capture the relevant physics and hence the continuum simulations may be insuffi-
cient. Similarly, with the significant under-prediction of the electron temperature
in the continuum simulations, the chemical reaction pathways may also be inaccu-
rate particularly in the context of the exponential dependence of rate constants on
temperature. It is also worth mentioning that the non-Maxwellian rate constants
typically obtained by solving the 0-D Boltzmann equation (as in BOLSIG+) will
lead to greater discrepancy (as summarized in Fig. 3.37. The failure of 0-D Boltz-
manns equation based rate constants can be attributed to the importance of the
spatial gradients which are completely neglected in the 0-D solution. Also, while an
argon microplasma with the simplest chemistry was considered here, we anticipate
the differences between continuum and kinetic simulations to increase when molecu-
lar gases with a much richer chemistry set is considered. Specifically, certain reaction
pathways that would be observed in the kinetic simulations may not be captured
in the continuum simulations as a consequence of the under-prediction of electron
temperature. Apart from the electron temperature, the under-prediction of electron
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Figure 3.24: Comparison of history profiles of current density and applied potential
obtained using PIC-MCC and continuum simulations (non-Maxwellian EEDF) of
an argon microplasma operating in a 200 µm gap at a current density amplitude of
0.05 µA/µm2, frequency of 0.5 GHz and γse = 0.07.
number density will also lead to a similar effect thereby rendering certain potentially
important reactions ineffective. Overall, while continuum simulations are certainly
attractive in terms of computational cost, the role of kinetic simulations cannot be
stressed enough in the context of microplasmas especially when quantitative accu-
racy of plasma parameters such as density and temperature becomes important.
3.6 Chapter Conclusion
A systematic comparative study of kinetic simulations using the particle-in-
cell with Monte Carlo collisions (PIC-MCC) method and continuum simulations
using the full-momentum two-fluid model was performed for one-dimensional argon
microplasmas operating at a wide range of conditions. The continuum simulations
were performed by assuming a Maxwellian electron energy distribution at the lo-
cal electron temperature as well as a non-Maxwellian electron energy distribution
function that was obtained using BOLSIG+. The first set of comparative simu-
lations assessed the influence of product of pressure and gap for a 100 µm direct
current argon microplasma. It was demonstrated that the continuum simulations
under-predicted the plasma number densities with the non-Maxwellian continuum
simulations predicting a number density that was an order of magnitude lower (for
pd = 1) than the PIC-MCC simulations. The Maxwellian continuum simulations
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Figure 3.25: Comparison of number density profiles obtained using PIC-MCC and
continuum simulations (non-Maxwellian EEDF) of an argon microplasma operating
in a 200 µm gap at a current density amplitude of 0.05 µA/µm2, frequency of
0.5 GHz and γse = 0.
performed better with the agreement with PIC-MCC simulations increasing with
pd. The higher plasma number densities predicted by the PIC-MCC simulations
was attributed to the secondary electrons that were accelerated in the sheath thereby
leading to a high-energy tail that could not be accounted for in the continuum simu-
lations. Two-temperature continuum models that include two electron temperature
are therefore likely to perform better and need to be formulated in order to enhance
the predictive utility of continuum models especially for device simulations where ki-
netic simulations may be unfeasible. The comparative simulations when repeated for
an argon microwave microplasma operating at 0.5 GHz showed that the Maxwellian
continuum simulations lead to a significant over-prediction of plasma number den-
sities. However, unlike the direct current simulations, the non-Maxwellian contin-
uum simulations and PIC-MCC simulations predicted almost identical results for
microplasmas operating at 0.5 GHz, 0.8 GHz, 2 GHz, and 4 GHz thereby provid-
ing a stronger proof that the discrepancy in direct current simulations is due to
secondary/boundary processes that were insignificant in microwave microplasmas.
Finally, the PIC-MCC simulations predicted a lower voltage (and power) for a given
current density as a result of the inclusion of both ohmic heating and stochastic heat-
ing unlike the continuum simulations where ohmic heatng is the only mechanism.
While comparison with experiments was not performed, PIC-MCC simulations can
be expected to be more accurate as a result of the fewer approximations involved
and can be a valuable tool for benchmarking continuum simulations. For researchers
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Figure 3.26: Comparison of history profiles of current density and applied potential
obtained using PIC-MCC and continuum simulations (non-Maxwellian EEDF) of
an argon microplasma operating in a 200 µm gap at a current density amplitude of
0.05 µA/µm2, frequency of 0.5 GHz and γse = 0.
utilizing the traditional continuum methods, this work serves as a documentation
of the potential discrepancies of their results when compared with PIC-MCC sim-
ulations. The authors anticipate that the information presented in this work will
aid in the decision-making including design and optimization of microplasma de-
vices apart from triggering the interest for other similar studies at various operating
conditions.
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Figure 3.27: Comparison of number density profiles obtained using PIC-MCC and
continuum simulations non-Maxwellian EEDF) of an argon microplasma operating
in a 200 µm gap at a current density amplitude of 0.05 µA/µm2, frequency of
0.8 GHz and γse = 0.
Figure 3.28: Comparison of history profiles of current density and applied potential
obtained using PIC-MCC and continuum simulations (non-Maxwellian EEDF) of
an argon microplasma operating in a 200 µm gap at a current density amplitude of
0.05 µA/µm2, frequency of 0.8 GHz and γse = 0.
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Figure 3.29: Comparison of number density profiles obtained using PIC-MCC and
continuum simulations non-Maxwellian EEDF) of an argon microplasma operating
in a 200 µm gap at a current density amplitude of 0.4 µA/µm2, frequency of 2 GHz
and γse = 0.
Figure 3.30: Comparison of history profiles of current density and applied potential
obtained using PIC-MCC and continuum simulations (non-Maxwellian EEDF) of
an argon microplasma operating in a 200 µm gap at a current density amplitude of
0.4 µA/µm2, frequency of 2 GHz and γse = 0.
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Figure 3.31: Comparison of number density profiles obtained using PIC-MCC and
continuum simulations non-Maxwellian EEDF) of an argon microplasma operating
in a 200 µm gap at a current density amplitude of 0.4 µA/µm2, frequency of 4 GHz
and γse = 0.
Figure 3.32: Comparison of history profiles of current density and applied potential
obtained using PIC-MCC and continuum simulations (non-Maxwellian EEDF) of
an argon microplasma operating in a 200 µm gap at a current density amplitude of
0.4 µA/µm2, frequency of 4 GHz and γse = 0.
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Figure 3.33: The spatial variation (using PIC-MCC) of electron/ion number density
and potential for a 100 µm argon microplasma operating at a pressure of 100 Torr.
Figure 3.34: The spatial variation (using PIC-MCC) of electron/ion/total current
density and electric field for a 100 µm argon microplasma operating at a pressure
of 100 Torr.
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Figure 3.35: The spatial variation (using PIC-MCC) of electron and ion tempera-
tures for a 100 µm argon microplasma operating at a pressure of 100 Torr.
Figure 3.36: The electron energy probability function (EEPF) at various distances
from the cathode for a 100µm argon microplasma operating at a pressure of 100
Torr. The symbols are results obtained from PIC-MCC simulations and the lines
are Maxwellian EEPF based on the local electron temperature.
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Figure 3.37: Electron temperature dependence of the reaction rate constants ob-
tained using Maxwellian, Non-Maxwellian and PIC-MCC EEDFs for both excitation
and ionization reactions.
Figure 3.38: The spatial variation of electron/ion number density and potential
predicted using continuum simulations of a 100µm argon microplasma operating at
a pressure of 100 Torr.
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Figure 3.39: The spatial variation of electron/ion number density and potential
predicted using continuum simulations of a 100µm argon microplasma operating at
a pressure of 100 Torr.
Figure 3.40: The spatial variation of electron/ion mean velocity predicted using
continuum and PIC-MCC simulations of a 100µm argon microplasma operating at
a pressure of 100 Torr.
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Chapter 4
A KINETIC STUDY OF ELECTRON HEATING AND
PLASMA DYNAMICS IN MICROWAVE
MICROPLASMAS
4.1 Summary/Abstract
Microwave microplasmas ignited in argon are studied using a one-dimensional
particle-in-cell with Monte Carlo collisions (PIC-MCC) approach. One-dimensional
PIC-MCC simulations are performed at specified input power densities to deter-
mine the influence of applied frequency (ranging from 1 to 320 GHz), pressure and
total deposited power on the plasma dynamics. The frequency response study per-
formed at a fixed input power density shows the presence of off-axis peaks in the
electron number density profile at intermediate frequencies. These peaks are at-
tributed to the interplay between the production of hot electrons by the oscillating
sheath and their inability to diffuse sufficiently at the higher operating pressures
thereby resulting in enhanced ionization at off-axis locations. This is confirmed by
the pressure dependence study which shows that the electron number density peaks
at the mid-point when the microplasma is ignited at lower pressures. As the exci-
tation frequency is increased further, the sheath oscillation heating decreases and
eventually vanishes thereby requiring the bulk plasma to couple power to the elec-
trons which in turn leads to an increase in electron temperature in the plasma bulk
and the electron number density peak appearing at the mid-point. When the power
coupled to the microplasma is decreased, the sheath oscillation at a given frequency
decreases thereby leading to higher contribution from heating in the bulk plasma
which leads to the disappearance of off-axis peaks even at intermediate frequencies.
The microplasma dynamics at all conditions considered in this work demonstrate
the interplay between the electron momentum transfer collision frequency, angular
excitation frequency, and the plasma frequency.
4.2 Results and discussion
The microplasmas considered in this work are assumed to operate at a range
of microwave frequencies (1 to 320 GHz). The background gas was taken to be
argon at a pressure of 760 Torr and the gas temperature was set to 800 K based on
measurements performed in a comparable microplasma device [57]. The complete
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set of argon reactions shown in Table 2.1 are being considered. The gap size between
the electrodes is 100 µm and the secondary electron emission coefficient γse of both
electrodes was chosen to be 0.0. While the lowest frequency considered in this
work (1 GHz) certainly had an influence of γse and would transition to a γ-mode
when γse was increased, this effect was not observed even at 8.7 GHz (a relatively
low frequency in the context of this study). In other words, the plasma ignition
was completely due to electron confinement thereby justifying the choice of zero
secondary electron emission coefficient for all the simulations. This choice also
helped us to simplify the understanding of electron heating mechanisms without the
presence of secondary electrons accelerated in the sheath. A cell size of 0.2 µm was
used along with a timestep of ≈500 fs or smaller which was sufficient to satisfy ∆x ≤
λDe and ωpe∆t ≤ 0.3. The timestep was suitably reduced for higher frequencies to
achieve sufficient resolution in time. For example, a typical time resolution that
was used in our simulations was 500 timesteps for one cycle which resulted in the
use of smaller timesteps and longer simulation times at the higher frequencies. The
chosen simulation parameters also ensured that a typical computational particle
was not allowed to cross more than one cell during one timestep. The ratio of
real to computational particles was taken in such a way that the total number of
computational particles per cell was at least 100. All of these choices have been
shown to provide a good combination of accuracy and computational cost.
In this chapter, results obtained using PIC-MCC simulations for a range
of conditions are presented and discussed. The frequency response of the operat-
ing modes of microwave microplasmas is discussed before studying the influence
of pressure. Before any of that, we first validated our simulations with published
experimental data and the results are presented in section 4.2.1.
4.2.1 Power-controlled PIC-MCC simulations: Comparison with exper-
iments
For the purpose of comparing the PIC-MCC simulations with experiments,
we considered the work of Hoskinson et al. [53] wherein an argon microplasma was
ignited at a frequency of 8.7 GHz in a 100µm gap using net input power levels of
20, 50 and 100 mW. Figure 4.1 shows a schematic of the device that is used for the
experimental measurements. Since the PIC-MCC simulations performed by XPDP1
are either voltage-controlled or current-controlled with power being an output pa-
rameter, we implemented a feedback algorithm which compares the desired power
with the power obtained during the simulation and changes the amplitude of current
density until the power absorbed by the microplasma falls within a specified range of
the desired power. In our case, we set the tolerance to be ±5% of the desired power
which was deemed to be sufficient enough for the purpose of the comparisons with
measured mid-point electron number density performed here. Figure 4.2 illustrates
the steps of this feedback algorithm. The algorithm used to achieve a specified total
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Figure 4.1: Schematic of a typical microplasma device and the geometry for 1D
simulations in the current work.
delivered power is summarized below. The PIC-MCC simulation begins with an
initial guess value for the current density amplitude. At the end of each cycle, the
time-averaged power delivered to all charged species (electrons, Ar+ and Ar+2 ions)
is computed as
(j · E) = f
∑
cycle
∑
cells
Nsp∑
k=1
(jk · E) (4.1)
where Nsp is the number of species in the simulation. The power density
delivered during a given cycle is compared with the desired power density to update
the current amplitude for the next cycle using the relation
J = J0
[
1− 0.05
(
(j · E)
P
− 1
)]
(4.2)
where J0 refers to the current density amplitude used during the cycle that
was just completed, J is the updated current density amplitude to be used for the
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next cycle, P is the desired power density. It was also ensured that J was limited
to a 10 % change from J0.
Figure 4.2: A schematic of the feedback algorithm used for power-controlled PIC-
MCC simulations in this work.
Apart from the algorithm for power-controlled simulations, an important
input to ensure identical parameters in the experiments and the simulations is the
cross-section area of the device that is used to convert current density (or power den-
sity) in one-dimensional simulations to current (and power) values. While Hoskinson
et al. [53] discuss the width of the plasma region based on their optical diagnostics,
they do not mention the thickness of the plasma or the thickness of the copper
plating of the split-ring resonator in which the microplasma is ignited. However, we
obtained the value of copper plating from a different work from the same group of
authors [58]. The dimensions corresponding to the plasma cross-section area was
used as 60µm× 35µm in the simulations discussed below. Finally, apart from com-
puting power using the j · E profiles of all three species in conjunction with the
cross-section area indicated above, we also determined total power absorbed as the
product of current and voltage. The values obtained from both approaches were
comparable to each other as would be expected.
Figure 4.3 shows the time-averaged number density profiles obtained using
PIC-MCC simulations for 20, 50 and 100 mW of power absorbed by the microplasma.
The single dots on the plot show the peak number density values obtained from
experiment at the same input powers. The experimental data shows that the peak
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number densities for 20, 50 and 100 mW of absorbed power are approximately
2.2× 1020, 3.4× 1020, and 4.0× 1020m−3, respectively. The corresponding mid-plane
number densities from simulations (at x = 50 µm) are 6.5 × 1020, 1.2 × 1021, and
2.8 × 1021. It should be noted that the symbols depicting the measured values
from Hoskinson et al. [53] are plotted at x = 50 µm and should only be compared
with the mid-point values for electron number density predicted by the PIC-MCC
simulations. This is a direct consequence of the technique used by Hoskinson et
al. [53]. While the PIC-MCC simulations provide number density profiles in the
direction normal to the electrodes, the experiments provide data on the plane parallel
with the electrodes located exactly between them. This constraint allows direct
comparison between the PIC-MCC simulations and the experimental data only at
the mid-point where the two profiles intersect. (See Fig.4.1)
As it is seen, the simulations are consistently predicting a higher electron number
density. This is because of the fact that due to the 1D nature of our simulations
we are not taking into acount the expansion of plasma. In other words, we are
ristricting the plasma in a smaller volume while the actual device has one more
degree of freedom. Therefore, we expect to obtain larger plasma densities from 1D
simulations and this agreement is considered to be sufficient in the context of this
work and existing comparisons [57] using fluid model. Specifically, continuum model
comparisons performed earlier used various input power values until good agreement
was obtained at a chosen frequency (10 GHz) and the same input power was used for
continuum simulations at other frequencies. It should be mentioned that the power
density that was chosen for the PIC-MCC simulations presented here are much
higher than used in the continuum simulations of Hoskinson et al. [57] and are
directly based on the input power in experiments along with reasonable estimates
for the cross-section area. The differences between the PIC-MCC simulated and
measured mid-point electron number densities could be attributed to several factors
including the one-dimensional nature of the PIC-MCC simulations, and errors in the
cross-section of the microplasma that was approximated as 60 µm × 35 µm based
on available data.
Another important feature in the number density profiles predicted by the
PIC-MCC simulations is the existence of two off-axis peaks. This is usually observed
when the microplasma is operating in the γ-mode and is considered to be a direct
consequence of boundary processes such as secondary electron emission or field emis-
sion [117]. The continuum simulations do not capture this behavior and the kinetic
simulations presented in chapter 3 for argon microplasmas in 200 µm gaps showed a
small off-axis peak in the plasma number density profiles at 4 GHz. At a frequency
of 8.7 GHz, the microplasma is expected to be in the α-mode with electron con-
finement being the sustaining process with no effect of secondary electron emission.
In order to confirm this, additional PIC-MCC simulations were performed for an
input power of 50 mW using γse = 0.0 and γse = 0.2 with the results compared in
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Figure 4.3: Spatial variation of time-averaged electron number density across the
100 µm argon microplasma operating at 20, 50 and 100 mW of input power and a
frequency of 8.7 GHz. Measured [53] electron number densities at the mid-point are
included for comparison which are shown as single dots.
Fig. 4.4. The identical electron number density profiles indicate a lack of depen-
dence of results on the value of γse confirming that the microplasma is operating in
the α-mode. A detailed discussion of the off-axis peak in the plasma number density
profile and its relation to the Joule heating profiles will follow in a later section.
4.2.2 Frequency response
The first set of simulations were performed at atmospheric pressure in order to
determine the frequency response of microwave microplasmas operating from 1 GHz
to 320 GHz. As discussed earlier, specific emphasis will be on the electron dynamics
including sheath oscillation amplitudes, heating profiles and mechanisms. The total
input power density for all simulations considered in this frequency response study
was 9.5×106 W/m2. For typical split ring resonator dimensions, this choice of input
power density leads to a total delivered power ∼ tens of mW. Figures 4.5 and 4.6
show the electron number density profiles obtained using PIC-MCC simulations
performed at frequencies ranging from 1 GHz to 320 GHz with the results separated
into two figures to ensure clarity. At the lowest frequency of 1 GHz, the sheath
oscillation amplitude is about 37 µm (a little less than half of the gap size) which
then decreases as the frequency is increased. Also, the average electron number
density in the gap systematically increases with frequency as confirmed in Figure 4.7.
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Figure 4.4: Effect of secondary electron emission on spatial variation of time-
averaged electron number density across the 100 µm argon microplasma operating
at 50mW power and a frequency of 8.7 GHz.
The increase of average electron number density in the gap is attributed to the
systematic increase in the fraction of total power absorbed by the electrons with
frequency. since at higher frequencies ions are less able to respond to the change
of electric field direction compared to electrons due to their higher inertia and the
more stationary the ions means a larger fraction of the input power is coupled to the
electrons. At the lower frequencies, the larger sheath oscillation amplitude allows
the ions (Ar+ and Ar+2 ) to gain a reasonable fraction of the total power delivered.
For example, at a frequency of 4 GHz, the electrons still only absorb 64 % of the
total power delivered. The fraction of power delivered to ions is solely dependent
on the sheath oscillation and therefore could suitably be modified by modifying any
of the operating conditions that would directly affect the sheath thickness. The
fraction of power absorbed by the electrons is more than 95 % at frequencies greater
than 20 GHz. The variation of average electron number density also demonstrates
an interesting trend where the average electron number density almost becomes
a constant between 10 GHz and 40 GHz before increasing significantly at 80 GHz.
Between 80 GHz and 160 GHz the average electron number density remains constant
before demonstrating an increase again at 320 GHz.
An important feature in the electron number density profiles in Figure 4.5 is
the presence of off-axis peaks at intermediate frequencies (2 GHz to 12 GHz for the
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Figure 4.5: Electron number density profiles obtained from PIC-MCC simulations
of argon microplasmas ignited at various frequencies ranging from 1 GHz to 40 GHz.
The input power density was fixed at 9.5238×106 W/m2
chosen conditions). The relative strength of this peak (defined as the peak num-
ber density to the mid-point number density) increases from 1.12 at 2 GHz to 1.36
at 4 GHz before decreasing monotonically to 1.07 at 12 GHz. The 20 GHz (and
higher frequency) microplasmas do not have an off-axis peak and lead to electron
number density profiles that are typical of α-mode discharges. The explanation for
the presence of off-axis peaks is provided in a subsequent discussion in this section.
Figure 4.8 shows the time-averaged electron heating profiles for the range of frequen-
cies considered in this work. It should be noted that not all frequencies simulated
are being shown here. The time-averaged heating profile, in general (except for the
320 GHz simulation), comprises of a maximum in the vicinity of the sheath edge
(the transition region between the quasi-neutral region and the sheath). The con-
tribution of electron heating in the plasma bulk increases with excitation frequency.
The mid-point heating at higher frequencies converges to a constant value of around
0.06 kW/mm3 for frequencies above 8.7 GHz. The heating profile at 320 GHz is
shown to be qualitatively different from all other frequencies with a maximum at
the mid-point (as opposed to the sheath edge).
Several of the trends discussed above could be explained by considering the
electron momentum transfer collision frequency (νm) profiles which were computed
in each cell directly from the PIC-MCC simulations. Figure 4.9 shows the νm/ω
profiles computed directly from the PIC-MCC simulations using the scattering angle
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Figure 4.6: Electron number density profiles obtained from PIC-MCC simulations
of argon microplasmas ignited at various frequencies ranging from 40 GHz to 320
GHz. The input power density was fixed at 9.5238×106 W/m2
for each collision. As expected, the νm values for all cases (at the same pressure)
were comparable with the small variations being attributed to variations in the mean
electron energy (or equivalently the E/N).
An empirical relation between νm and p for argon is given by [120]
νm = 5.3× 109p (4.3)
where νm is in units of Hz and p is in units of Torr. At 760 Torr, this empiri-
cal expression gives νm = 4.28 THz which is an order of magnitude higher than
the values computed directly using PIC-MCC simulations here thereby highlighting
the fact that microplasmas typically operate in E/N regimes where the traditional
empirical expressions known to work well for low-pressure plasmas are not very ac-
curate. Going back to the electron heating profiles, the electron dynamics would
demonstrate a strong dependence on the relation between νm, ω and the plasma fre-
quency ωpe. At an excitation frequency of 1 GHz, the value of νm/ω is 20. In other
words, the electrons encounter several collisions with the background gas before the
completion of 1 cycle thereby leading to a highly collisional plasma. However with
an increase in excitation frequency to 40 GHz, νm and ω become comparable to
each other with subsequent increase in ω pushing the microplasma to an operating
regime where νm < ω. It is no coincidence that the average electron number density
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Figure 4.7: Frequency dependence of average electron number density and fraction
of power coupled to electrons in an argon microplasma ignited using an input power
density of 9.5238×106 W/m2
demonstrated an increase at frequencies above 40 GHz after being relatively con-
stant between 8.7 GHz and 40 GHz. The time history of current and voltage profiles
also showed that the inductive component of the plasma dominates at frequencies
of 80 GHz and 160 GHz with voltage leading current. At 40 GHz, the current leads
voltage showing that the capacitive component dominates the device reactance. It
should be noted that continuum simulations of microwave microplasmas predict a
similar trend in the electrical characteristics with the inductive behavior dominating
at frequencies between approximately 35 GHz and 100 GHz (for a power density
that was a little lower than that considered here). In general, continuum simulations
can be expected to make accurate predictions about the overall device characteris-
tics but will likely deviate from kinetic simulations when considering more specific
details such as electron dynamics. At an excitation frequency of 320 GHz, ω is about
2 THz thereby leading to νm/ω = 0.1 thereby continuing to decrease the influence
of collisions at the higher frequencies.
Figure 4.10 shows the ω/ωpe profiles at various excitation frequencies. In
spite of an increase in peak electron number density with ω, the fact that ωpe ∝ √ne
ensures that ω catches up with ωpe at 320 GHz and it is no coincidence that this
leads to a complete transformation in the electron heating profiles with significant
bulk plasma heating. The transition in the electron heating profiles is also evident
at 160 GHz where the additional bulk heating (in comparison with the 40 GHz case)
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Figure 4.8: Time-averaged electron heating profiles obtained from PIC-MCC simu-
lations of argon microplasmas ignited at various frequencies. The total input power
density was fixed at 9.5238×106 W/m2
is clearly seen. It should be mentioned that low-pressure radio frequency plasmas
typically operate in a regime where νm << ω << ωpe with limited influence of
collisional electron heating and significant heating due to the oscillating sheath.
The microwave microplasmas considered here operate in various regimes including
ω << νm << ωpe at 1 GHz, to ω ≈ νm << ωpe at 40 GHz, to νm << ωpe ≈ ω at
320 GHz.
In order to understand the electron heating mechanisms in microwave mi-
croplasmas and its dependence on the excitation frequency, Figure 4.11 shows the
phase contour plots (x − t) of electron number density. As expected, the modula-
tion of the sheath decreases with increasing frequency with the sheath oscillation
amplitude decreasing from about 23 µm at 2 GHz to 15 µm at 4 GHz and almost
negligible at frequencies above 40 GHz. The influence of the oscillating sheath is
also evident in the phase plots of the electron heating shown in Figure 4.12. The
electron heating profiles demonstrate heating and cooling phases corresponding to
the advancing and retreating sheath respectively (shown as the white dashed line).
The other heating and cooling regions correspond to the sheath edge. While the
two distinct heating and cooling phases can be seen clearly in the phase plots of
the simulations performed at 2 GHz and 4 GHz, only the sheath edge heating and
cooling are seen in the 40 GHz simulation. At 320 GHz, the phase plots demonstrate
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Figure 4.9: Time-averaged profiles of the ratio of electron momentum transfer colli-
sion frequency to the angular excitation frequency (νm/ω) obtained from PIC-MCC
simulations of argon microplasmas ignited at various frequencies. The total input
power density was fixed at 9.5238×106 W/m2
a completely different heating profile with significant heating/cooling in the in bulk
plasma as was also confirmed by the time-averaged heating profiles shown earlier.
The 160 GHz clearly shows the transition between the sheath edge heating/cooling
and the bulk plasma heating/cooling. Also, the heating patterns shift considerably
with the sheath edge heating and cooling during the cycle occurring at a different
phase (in comparison with the 40 GHz) case. For example, the maximum electron
heating in the left sheath edge occurs during the second half of the cycle at 40 GHz
in comparison to the first half of the cycle at 160 GHz.It should be noted that while
the electrons could be heated or cooled at any given instant of time, the net energy
absorbed by the electrons is always positive. Also, continuum simulations [56] re-
ported earlier do not predict this trend. This is not surprising since the continuum
simulations are strongly influenced by the assumptions going in to the model.
Figure 4.13 shows the resulting phase plots of electron temperature which
explains the off-axis peaks observed in the number density profiles. The advanc-
ing sheath and the resulting electron heating leads to high energy electrons which
are able to diffuse toward the mid-point of the plasma which is clearly seen in the
contour plots even when the sheath is retreating towards the electrode. However,
as a result of the higher pressures, these hot electrons are not able to diffuse suf-
ficiently thereby leading to enhanced local ionization which is demonstrated as an
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Figure 4.10: Time-averaged profiles of the ratio of angular excitation frequency to
the plasma frequency (ω/ωpe) obtained from PIC-MCC simulations of argon mi-
croplasmas ignited at various frequencies. The total input power density was fixed
at 9.5238×106 W/m2
off-axis peak in the number density profiles. It should be emphasized that even
an enhanced local ionization (occurring off-axis) at lower pressures (and higher dif-
fusion coefficients) would lead to maximum number density at the mid-point due
to the electrons tending to diffuse towards the center. As the excitation frequency
increases, the electrons do not have sufficient time to diffuse during one cycle as can
be seen in the contours of the 8.7 GHz simulation. As the frequency is increased
further to 40 GHz, the change in heating patterns can be seen to lead to maximum
electron temperature in the bulk plasma. To reiterate, this is a direct consequence
of the absence of sheath oscillation which forces the bulk plasma to take up the
responsibility of coupling power to the electrons. While minor off-axis peaks in elec-
tron temperature occur at 160 GHz and 320 GHz, the temperature difference is not
sufficient to lead off-axis peaks in electron number density. At these high excita-
tion frequencies, it is also clear that the electron temperature dynamics is governed
mostly by local heating as opposed to diffusion of hot electrons created elsewhere.
This is along expected lines since the diffusion timescales are much longer than
the cycle time period. The phase plots clearly demonstrate how the microplasma
electron dynamics and electron heating modes vary as the excitation frequency is
increased.
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Figure 4.11: Phase (x-t) plots of the electron number density at various excitation
frequencies for an argon microplasma ignited at atmospheric pressure. The total
input power density was fixed at 9.5238×106 W/m2
4.2.3 Pressure response
For the next set of simulations, the excitation frequency was held constant
at 4 GHz thereby corresponding to ω = 25.13 GHz with the pressure being varied
from 20 Torr to 1520 Torr (approximately by a factor of 80). It should be men-
tioned that the lower limit of pressure was constrained by the lowest pressure at
which the microplasma could be ignited using the same total input power density
of 9.5236×106 W/m2. Figure 4.14 shows the time-averaged electron number den-
sity profiles demonstrating the disappearance of the off-axis peaks as the pressure
is decreased. As described earlier, this can be attributed to the enhanced diffusion
coefficients at lower pressures. The electron heating profiles shown in Figure 4.15
demonstrate how the maximum heating occurs at the sheath edge (transition be-
tween quasi-neutral region and the sheath) irrespective of the pressure. However,
what is noticeable is the significant heating in the quasi-neutral region at the higher
pressures. The profiles of νm/ω at various pressures are shown in Figure 4.16 indi-
cating that νm ∼ ω at 190 Torr. Significant bulk plasma heating is clearly linked
with the enhanced values of νm/ω at 760 Torr and 1520 Torr. Figure 4.18 shows the
average electron number density in the gap along with the fraction of total power
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Figure 4.12: Phase (x-t) plots of the electron heating patterns at various excitation
frequencies for an argon microplasma ignited at atmospheric pressure. The total
input power density was fixed at 9.5238×106 W/m2
absorbed by electrons as a function of operating pressure. It can be seen that the
fraction of power absorbed by the electrons increases exponentially with pressure
which is a direct consequence of the decreasing sheath oscillation amplitudes and
therefore a decrease in the energy absorbed by the ions. Also, it can be seen that the
average electron number density increases with pressure until about 190 Torr be-
fore monotonically decreasing with pressure. It should be reiterated that the νm/ω
ratio is just over 1 at a pressure of 190 Torr thereby resulting in transition to a
collisional plasma. With further increase in pressure, the average electron number
density decreases with pressure in spite of an increase in the power coupled to the
electrons. It should be noted that the plasma frequency at these conditions are
significantly higher than the excitation frequency as well as the electron momentum
transfer collision frequency.
The efficiency of electron production for given operating conditions can be
characterized by considering the ratio of power density (pe) coupled to the electrons
to the average electron number density (n¯e) in the gap. At pressures of 50 Torr and
190 Torr, the power per electron was computed as about 51 fW per electron. This
increases to 148 fW per electron and 242 fW per electron respectively at 760 Torr and
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Figure 4.13: Phase (x-t) plots of the electron temperature at various excitation
frequencies for an argon microplasma ignited at atmospheric pressure. The total
input power density was fixed at 9.5238×106 W/m2
1520 Torr respectively. Similarly, the power per electron increases (in comparison
to the values at 50 Torr and 190 Torr) rapidly at lower pressures with values of
117 fW per electron and 142 fW per electron at 25 Torr and 20 Torr respectively.
Therefore, for a given excitation frequency there is an optimum pressure range
corresponding to νm ∼ ω where the electron generation is most efficient. This is
also consistent with the corresponding power per electron values obtained at various
excitation frequencies at atmospheric pressure. For frequencies ranging from 2 GHz
to 40 GHz, the value of pe/n¯e was about 140 fW per electron before decreasing to
about 100 fW per electron at 80 GHz and 160 GHz. It further decreases to 80 fW
at 320 GHz likely due to the fact that ω ≈ ωpe at these frequencies.
4.2.4 Power Dependence
The final set of simulations were performed at a lower total input power den-
sity of 5× 106 W/m2 in order to study the influence on electron dynamics and total
power provided to the microplasma. Figure 4.19 shows the electron number density
profiles at excitation frequencies of 1 GHz, 2 GHz, 4 GHz and 8 GHz clearly showing
the qualitative differences when compared to the number density profiles obtained
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Figure 4.14: Time-averaged profiles of the electron number density obtained from
PIC-MCC simulations of argon microplasmas ignited at various operating pressures.
The excitation frequency was fixed as 4 GHz. The total input power density was
fixed at 9.5238×106 W/m2
at a power density of 9.5×106 W/m2. Specifically, the 4 GHz and 8 GHz simulations
no longer have off-axis peaks in the electron number density profiles. The reason for
this change in behavior at a lower power density is evident from the phase plots of
electron temperature and electron heating profiles shown in Figure 4.20. At 2 GHz,
there is a clear case of the hot electrons created by the oscillating sheath and the
sheath edge being able to diffuse only a certain distance toward the mid-point of
the gap. The phase plots of electron heating show the distinction between heating
by the oscillating sheath and the sheath edge heating. The increase in excitation
frequency to 4 GHz is accompanied a sharp decrease in the sheath oscillation am-
plitude and therefore a decrease in heating due to sheath oscillation. With the
absence of heating due to sheath oscillation, the bulk plasma heating is required to
deliver power to the electrons thereby resulting an electron temperature profile that
resembles the 40 GHz case at the higher power with the peak electron temperature
occurring in the bulk plasma. Upon further increase in the excitation frequency to
8 GHz, the sheath oscillation amplitude decreases further with a particularly strik-
ing similarity to the 40 GHz case at the higher input power density. The decrease
in sheath oscillation amplitudes and hence the correspondingly lower contribution
to heating can be attributed to the lower current densities at which the lower power
microplasmas operate. For example, the 4 GHz microplasma operates at a current
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Figure 4.15: Time-averaged profiles of electron heating obtained from PIC-MCC
simulations of argon microplasmas ignited at various operating pressures. The ex-
citation frequency was fixed as 4 GHz. The total input power density was fixed at
9.5238×106 W/m2
density of 1.3 µA/µm2 at the input power density of 5×106 W/m2 and 2.45 µA/µm2
at an input power density of 9.52× 106 W/m2.
4.3 Chapter Conclusions
Kinetic simulations using the particle-in-cell with Monte Carlo collisions
(PIC-MCC) were used to study microwave microplasmas ignited in argon with an
emphasis on understanding the electron dynamics and heating mechanisms as a func-
tion of excitation frequency, pressure and total power absorbed the microplasma.
The results indicated that the microplasma dynamics were governed by a rich in-
terplay of several physical mechanisms. The frequency response study performed at
atmospheric pressure and an input power density of 9.5× 106 W/m2 demonstrated
the presence of off-axis peaks in the electron number density profiles at intermediate
excitation frequencies. This off-axis peak in the electron number density profile that
disappeared at higher frequencies was shown to be a consequence of the inability
of hot electrons produced by sheath oscillation and sheath edge heating to diffuse
sufficiently into the bulk plasma at atmospheric pressure. At higher frequencies, the
absence of sheath oscillation leads to the bulk plasma taking over the responsibility
of heating the electrons which was reflected in the electron temperature achieving
its maximum value in the plasma bulk. The power coupled to the electrons was
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Figure 4.16: Time-averaged profiles of the ratio of electron momentum transfer
collision frequency to the angular excitation frequency (νm/ω) obtained from PIC-
MCC simulations of argon microplasmas ignited at various operating pressures. The
excitation frequency was fixed as 4 GHz. The total input power density was fixed
at 9.5238×106 W/m2
shown to increase with frequency with almost all input power being coupled to
the electrons at frequencies higher than 20 GHz. The average number density also
demonstrated a significant surge at frequency changes from 40 GHz to 80 GHz and
160 GHz to 320 GHz which corresponded to the points where the angular excitation
frequency ω cross the electron momentum transfer collision frequency νm and the
plasma frequency ωpe respectively.
The pressure dependence study confirmed the role of diffusion coefficient
with the higher diffusion coefficient at lower pressures leading to the electron num-
ber density peaking at the mid-point. The decrease in pressure was also shown to
lead to a decrease in electron temperature in the bulk plasma. The electron gen-
eration at a fixed excitation frequency was shown to be most efficient at pressures
that resulted in the electron momentum transfer collision frequency being compa-
rable to the angular excitation frequency which, in this case, was shown to occur
for pressures between 50 Torr and 190 Torr. Once νm exceeded ω, the collisional
nature of the microplasma resulted in a higher power requirement to achieve a given
number density. Finally, lowering the total power deposited into the microplasma
leads to a decrease in sheath oscillation amplitude and therefore an increase in the
contribution of bulk plasma heating at a given frequency therefore leading to the
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Figure 4.17: Phase (x-t) plots of the electron temperature (top) and electron heating
(bottom) at various operating pressures ranging from 20 Torr to 1520 Torr. The
excitation frequency was fixed as 4 GHz. The total input power density was fixed
at 9.5238×106 W/m2
disappearance of off-axis electron number density peaks at excitation frequencies as
low as 4 GHz. In summary, the simulations presented here demonstrate that the
frequency response of microplasmas ignited at very high frequencies demonstrate
extremely interesting dynamics. While several trends reported here (particularly
the electrical characteristics) were consistent with previous continuum simulations,
several physical mechanisms governing the electron heating and dynamics may be
better captured by kinetic simulations and therefore should be used to benchmark
continuum simulations before utilizing them in device simulations.
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Figure 4.18: Pressure dependence of average electron number density and power
coupling to electrons. The excitation frequency was fixed as 4 GHz. The total input
power density was fixed at 9.5238×106 W/m2
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Figure 4.19: Time-averaged profiles of the electron number density obtained from
PIC-MCC simulations of atmospheric pressure argon microplasmas ignited at vari-
ous excitation frequencies. The total input power density was fixed at 5×106 W/m2
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Figure 4.20: Phase (x-t) plots of the electron temperature (top) and electron heating
(bottom) at various excitation frequencies. The input power density was fixed at
5× 106 W/m2.
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Chapter 5
OPERATING MODES OF FIELD EMISSION ASSISTED
MICROPLASMAS IN THE MICROWAVE REGIME
5.1 Summary/Abstract
In this chapter, the operating modes of microwave microplasma devices in-
tegrated with field emitting cathodes are studied using one-dimensional particle-in-
cell with Monte Carlo collision (PIC-MCC) simulations. The PIC-MCC simulations
predict operation in two modes; an α-mode characterized by a positive differen-
tial resistance with negligible influence of boundary processes and a γ-mode with
significant field-induced electron emission. PIC-MCC results are presented for two
representative 0.5 GHz argon microplasmas operating in the α and γ modes. The
field emission-induced transition to γ-mode modifies the electron number density
profiles in the sheath apart from leading to a higher contribution of conduction
current in the sheath. The interpretation of electrical characteristics using time his-
tory of voltage and current demonstrates that the microplasma device impedance
decreases as a result of the thinner sheath. It is also shown that the presence of
field emitting cathodes leads to lower power requirements (about 64% of the case
presented without field emission) to achieve a given plasma density.
5.2 Microwave FEA microplasmas
The field emission assisted (FEA) microplasmas considered in this part of the
work are assumed to operate at two microwave frequencies (0.5 and 10 GHz) with
a stronger focus on the 0.5 GHz cases. The background gas was taken to be argon
at a pressure of 100 Torr and a temperature of 300 K with a separation of 100µm
between the field emitting electrodes. The secondary electron emission coefficient
γse and the work function φ of both electrodes were chosen to be 0.10 and 5 eV,
respectively. While the field enhancement factor β of the electrodes could be as high
as 1000 for superior field emitting materials such as UNCD, we consider β = 100
(as a representative value) for all baseline simulations reported in this work. The
results including the current density/voltage at which transition to γ-mode occurs
will depend on the value of β with an increase in β leading to earlier transition
as a result of greater significance of field emission. Figure 5.1 shows the schematic
of a typical device that is representative of the simulations presented in this work.
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The plane-parallel structure of the device ensures that one-dimensional simulations
are adequate to obtain an overall understanding of the operating principles. The
one-dimensional simulations also ensure reasonable computational cost for the PIC-
MCC simulations. The field emission characteristics (in particular, the turn-on
field which has a strong correlation with β) of diamond-based nanomaterials have
been shown to depend significantly on the operating conditions used to deposit the
films and the reader is referred to recent articles [121, 122] (and references therein)
that discuss field emitting cathodes and their integration in microplasma devices
from a materials perspective. The field emission assisted microplasmas considered
Si
1mm 1mm
100dielectric
Figure 5.1: Schematic of a typical microplasma device that is considered in the cur-
rent work. The plane-parallel device also ensures that one-dimensional simulations
are sufficient.
in this work are studied using one-dimensional PIC-MCC simulations performed
using a modified version [123], to include the effects of field emission, of the XPDP1
code. In all simulations reported in this chapter, both electrodes were assumed to
be capable of field emission as long as the electric field was pointing towards the
electrode. The values of β and φ in conjunction with the local electric field (if
pointing toward the surface) determine the number of field emitted electrons (at
every timestep) through the F-N equation. In order to ensure stability without
requiring an external circuit, the PIC-MCC simulations were current-driven rather
than voltage-driven. A cell size of 0.1 µm was used along with a timestep of 10 fs
which was sufficient to satisfy ∆x ≤ λDe and ωpe∆t ≤ 0.3. The chosen simulation
parameters also ensured that a typical computational particle was not allowed to
cross more than one cell during one timestep. The ratio of real to computational
particles was taken in such a way that the total number of computational particles
per cell was at least 50. The results presented below were time-averaged over a
half-cycle after the simulations reached steady-state. Typically, it took an average
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of 500 cycles or 1 µs to reach steady state. The simulations in this chapter included
three electron-neutral (elastic scattering, excitation and ionization) and two ion-
neutral (elastic scattering and charge exchange) collisions (reactions 1, 2, 3, 4 ,and
5 in Table 2.1). Even though one electron-impact excitation reaction has been
included, the excited states are not tracked and it is not expected to affect the
results significantly. While a larger set of collisions can be included and might be
important for studying certain physical mechanisms, we anticipate this sub-set to
be sufficient for the operating modes that is of interest to the current work. For
example, at pressure levels considered in this work, the formation of Ar+2 ions and
its subsequent quenching by recombination with electrons could play an important
role by decreasing plasma densities. However, simulations performed after including
the two additional reactions along with elastic scattering of Ar+2 ions predicted a
negligible influence of the Ar+2 ion on the current-voltage characteristics even though
the plasma number densities were slightly decreased by the additional pathway
for electron quenching. Therefore, all simulations reported here were performed
without including the Ar+2 ion to decrease the number of species, reactions and hence
computational time. In this section, results obtained using PIC-MCC simulations
for peak current densities ranging from 0.25 µA/µm2 to 0.8 µA/µm2 operating at
a frequency of 0.5 GHz are presented and discussed. As will be shown below, the
results demonstrate the existence of both α (with small contribution from boundary
processes) and γ (significant contribution from boundary processes, specifically field
emission) modes.
5.2.1 α-mode
As an example of a microwave microplasma operating in the α-mode, we
consider a peak current density (jAC) of 0.25 µA/µm
2 corresponding to a peak po-
tential of 213 V across the electrodes and peak electric field of 18 V/µm . Figure 5.2
presents the time-averaged (over a half-cycle) spatial variation of ion and electron
number densities clearly showing the positively-charged sheath region with a thick-
ness of about 20 µm. It can be observed that the profile is symmetric (even when
time-averaged over half the period) indicating that field emission effects are not sig-
nificant. The asymmetric number density profile in the sheath region is a particularly
useful diagnostic to quantify the influence of field emission. The limited contribu-
tion from boundary processes is also established further in the discussion on current
density profiles presented below. The peak plasma density is about 3 × 1020 1/m3
which agrees well with numerical and experimental results reported by Gregorio et
al. [56]and Hoskinson et al. [57] for comparable operating conditions. It can also
be observed that the ion number density profile demonstrates greater noise than
electron number density profiles. This can be attributed to the fact that ions are
predominantly stationary at the microwave frequencies considered here thereby lead-
ing to fewer independent samples in comparison to electrons. Figure 5.3 is presented
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here only to show the effect of including Ar+2 in simulation (which is referred to as
revised version) and how it changes plasma number density distributions across the
gap. As was previously mentioned, peak electron number density and ions number
density(sum of Ar+ and Ar+2 ) have decreased approximately by a factor of 2 due to
quenching of Ar+2 by recombination with electrons. It is seen that the sheath thick-
ness has changed which leads to change in electric field magnitude in the sheath and
also at electrode surface. However, this change is still not adequate to produce field
emission current.
Figure 5.4 shows the spatial variation of the contribution of electron, ion and dis-
placement current to the total current density. As in the case of number density pro-
files, these results were averaged over a half-period and therefore the time-averaged
total current density is given by
j¯ =
2jAC
pi
(5.1)
where jAC is the peak current density. Therefore the time-averaged total current
density j¯ for the case considered here is 0.159 µA/µm2 indicated by the black solid
line in Figure 5.4. The total current density (green line) obtained from the PIC-MCC
simulation includes the contribution of electrons, ions and displacement current and
agrees with the prescribed time-averaged value of current density. The results indi-
cate that the ions carry a very small fraction of current in the entire gap. Also, while
electrons carry almost all current in the quasi-neutral region, displacement current
is dominant in the sheath regions near both electrodes carrying almost 95 % of the
total current. The results correspond to a positive half-cycle where the powered
left electrode is at a higher potential than the grounded right electrode. It can be
seen that the electron current density at the grounded electrode (cathode for this
half-cycle) is nearly zero indicating the negligible influence of field emission as well
as secondary electron emission.
Figure 5.5 illustrates the time history of electric field and current density of
field emitted electrons for a few cycles after the simulation reached steady state.
While the electric field shown in Figure 5.5 indicates that the electrodes are sub-
jected to instantaneous values as high as 18 V/µm, this is still not sufficient to
lead to significant cumulative electron emission when averaged over the half-cycle.
As expected, the absolute value of the maximum electric fields at both electrodes
are equal. The current density of field emitted electrons for both electrodes varies
with time as a result of the time-variation of electric field with peak values of about
1.1 mA/m2 which is negligible in comparison to the total peak current density. Fig-
ure 5.6 shows the time history (for a few cycles after the simulation reached steady
state) of powered electrode potential and input power. The powered electrode volt-
age oscillates at a frequency of 0.5 GHz, an amplitude (VAC) of 213 V and a phase
lag (θ) of 1.4 radians (see below for details on how these values were determined).
There was no direct current self-bias (as expected for symmetric electrodes). While
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Figure 5.2: Spatial variation of time-averaged (over a half-cycle) electron and ion
number density across the 100 µm argon microplasma operating at a peak current
density of 0.25 µA/µm2 and a frequency of 0.5 GHz.
each of these quantities can be obtained by visual inspection of the time history of
electrode potential, we use a more rigorous approach to determine these parameters
as discussed below. If the powered electrode potential is represented in the general
form
V (t) = VDC + VAC sin(2pift− θ), (5.2)
we get
VDC = f
∫ 1/f
0
V (t)dt (5.3)
VAC =
pif
2
∫ 1/f
0
|V (t)− VDC |dt (5.4)
θ = cos−1
(
pi
2
Vave − VDC
VAC
)
(5.5)
where Vave is the time-averaged (over a half-cycle) left electrode potential. While
the integration is performed over one cycle in the equations above, we averaged
our results over 2500 cycles to account for the statistical noise inherent in PIC-
MCC simulations. The input power was obtained by time-averaging the product
of powered electrode potential and current using a typical electrode area [56] of
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Figure 5.3: Comparison of electron and ion number densities obtained from two dif-
ferent simulations; one with and one without including Ar+2 across the 100 µm argon
microplasma operating at a peak current density of 0.25 µA/µm2 and a frequency
of 0.5 GHz.
0.25 mm2. The power requirements of the device can also be expressed in terms of
the voltage amplitude VAC , current amplitude IAC and the phase shift θ by
〈P 〉 = f
∫ 1/f
0
V (t)I(t)dt =
VACIAC cos θ
2
(5.6)
The relation between these parameters itself is governed by properties of the mi-
croplasma. It should be noted that a positive phase shift indicates that the voltage
lags the current indicating a capacitive behaviour. Figure 5.7 demonstrates that
although considering Ar+2 in calculations decreases the plasma number density, it
has negligible influence on potential distribution across the gap and confirms that it
is a safe assumption to neglect Ar+2 formation in simulation reactions. Since current
is constant, the plasma resistance has to remain almost the same as the case without
Ar+2 which can be concluded from calculations bellow. Plasma resistance is given
by:
Rp =
pie2m1/2
(4pi0)2(kbTe)3/2
ln(12pinλ3De) (5.7)
where m is electron mass, n is plasma number density, Te is electron temperature, e
is electron charge, kb is Boltzmann constant, 0 is relative permittivity of free space
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Figure 5.4: Spatial variation of time-averaged (over a half-cycle) ion, electron and
displacement current densities across the 100 µm argon field emission assisted mi-
croplasma operating at a current density amplitude of 0.25 µA/µm2 and frequency
of 0.5 GHz.
permittivity and λDe =
√
0Te
en
is Debye length. Using average electron temperature
and number density of Te1 = 3.20eV and ne1 = 1.7× 1020 for original case (without
Ar+2 ) and Te2 = 3.65eV and ne2 = ne1/2 for revised case (with Ar
+
2 ) gives:
Rp2/Rp1 ≈ 0.8 (5.8)
Which means that the plasma resistance changes only 20% and this will not alter
the the peak voltage and therefore the voltage-current characteristic significantly.
Since the simulations are performed at constant temperature, it is important to
estimate the temperature both in the gas phase and the surface. The surface tem-
perature increase is particularly important since a significant increase could lead to
additional emission mechanisms such as thermionic emission thereby modifying the
results obtained. The net heat flux to the cathode is estimated by considering the
heating effect due to average kinetic energy (¯) of the ions bombarding the electrode,
energy release due to ion neutralization and cooling effect due to electron emission
as outlined by Benilov [124]. Therefore the net flux q to the electrode is obtained as
q = Γi(¯+ Ei − ϕ)− Γeϕ− κ∇Tgas (5.9)
where Γi is ion flux toward electrode, Γe is electron flux emitted from electrode, Ei is
ionization potential of argon, ϕ is the work function of cathode and κ is the thermal
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conductivity of argon. Based on the PIC-MCC results, we estimated the heat flux
to the electrode as about 147.43 kW/m2. Assuming a silicon substrate thickness of
1 mm and a corresponding thermal conductivity of 130 W/m/K, we estimated the
surface temperature at the electrode as 301 K. The temperature at the other end
of the silicon substrate was assumed to maintained at 300 K. The Fowler-Nordheim
theory for cold electron emission is a special case of the general theory of thermo-field
emission proposed by Murphy and Good Jr. [125, 126]. The thermo-field emission
current densities at 300 K and 500 K were obtained as 0.33 and 0.36 µA/µm2
respectively thereby contributing to a negligible influence of surface temperature
increase by up to 200 K. The results obtained from the PIC-MCC simulations were
also used to determine the increase in gas temperature by using the j · E profiles of
both ions and electrons. The Joule heating term was used to solve the heat equation
assuming a thermal conductivity of 17.72 × 10−3 W/m/K for argon and the peak
temperature was obtained as 850 K. However, it is not anticipated that the results
are significantly affected since the microplasma devices that are considered here are
vacuum packaged (sealed off) thereby ensuring a constant number density.
Figure 5.5: Time history of electric field and current density of field emitted electrons
for six cycles after the simulation has reached steady state. Peak current density =
0.25µA/µm2, frequency = 0.5 GHz.
5.2.2 γ-mode
As an example of a microwave microplasma operating in the γ-mode, we
consider a current density amplitude of 0.7 µA/µm2 corresponding to a voltage
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Figure 5.6: Power and voltage for four cycles after reaching steady state for the case
with maximum current density of 0.25µA/µm2 at a frequency of 0.5 GHz.
amplitude of about 80 V and peak electric field of 37 V/µm at a frequency of
0.5 GHz. Figure 5.8 shows the spatial variation of time-averaged electron and ion
number density profiles and the differences are immediately obvious particularly in
the sheath region. Specifically, the results shown correspond to the positive half-
cycle with the right electrode being the cathode (field emitting electrode) which
can be correlated with the electron number density problem in the right sheath.
The electron number density variation near the left sheath resembles the variation
obtained for the α-mode case with no influence of boundary electron emission. The
peak number density is about 6.5×1021 1/m3 in comparison with a number density
of 3 × 1020 1/m3 for the α-mode case. This implies that an increase in current
density by a factor of about three leads to an increase in peak plasma density by
a factor of twenty. Also, the operating regime transforms from an α-mode that
is dominated by volumetric mechanisms to a γ-mode that is driven by boundary
processes (in this case field emission). Figure 5.9 shows the contribution of ion,
electron and displacement current densities to the total current density. As in the
case of the α-mode, electrons are the primary current carriers in the quasi-neutral
region and displacement current carries current in the sheath regions. However, the
fraction of current carried by displacement current in the sheath is significantly lower
when compared to the α-mode case. Specifically, the displacement current carries
a maximum of about 50 % of the total current density near the electrodes with the
remaining contribution coming largely from the conduction current of field emitted
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Figure 5.7: Comparison of potential time history of original(without Ar+2 ) and re-
vised (with Ar+2 ) simulations
electrons. Figure 5.11 shows the time history of powered electrode potential and
power for a few cycles after the simulation reached steady state. The phase lag
was obtained as 0.9 radians and hence is lower than the corresponding value of
the α-mode case discussed earlier. This is expected since the microplasma number
density is higher (more resistive) and the sheath thickness is lower (lower impedance)
thereby leading to a decrease in the phase shift. It should be reiterated that a purely
resistive circuit will have a phase shift of zero. Figure 5.10 presents time variation
of electric field at the two electrodes along with the corresponding field emission
current density over two cycles after the simulations reached steady state. It can be
seen that the electric field magnitudes are higher than in the α-mode case leading
to a current density of field emitted electrons that is comparable to the prescribed
current density. The j · E profile resulted in a peak temperature of 920 K which
again does not change the results due to the microplasma device being sealed off.
5.2.3 Transition from α-mode to γ-mode
While two representative examples of field emission assisted microwave mi-
croplasmas operating in the α and γ modes were presented above, it is worth dis-
cussing the transition between the two modes. Number density profiles for a range
of current densities are presented in Figure 5.12 showing the transition from an
α-mode with lower number density to a γ-mode with higher number density as a
result of field emission. Also, the transition is accompanied by a rapid decrease
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Figure 5.8: Spatial variation of time-averaged (over a half-cycle) ion, electron and
displacement current densities across the 100 µm argon field emission assisted mi-
croplasma operating at a current density amplitude of 0.7 µA/µm2 and frequency
of 0.5 GHz.
in the time-averaged sheath thickness which enables a significant contribution from
field emission. Figure 5.13 demonstrates the transition through the current-voltage
characteristics of the microwave microplasmas. Peak voltage (VAC) values for each
case was calculated by averaging the absolute value of time history of powered elec-
trode potential over 2500 cycles after they reached steady state. While a self-bias
DC voltage is not expected as a result of the symmetric electrodes, averaging the
time history of potential over the same 2500 cycles results in small non-zero values
of VDC which we believe is a consequence of the statistical noise associated with
PIC-MCC simulations. The current-voltage characteristics demonstrate a change
in slope that is qualitatively similar to the case of macroscale radio frequency plas-
mas where the transition to γ-mode is triggered by secondary electron emission.
However, the transition in microplasmas is triggered by field emission with small
contribution from secondary electron emission (as will be shown below). For the
operating parameters considered, the transition to γ-mode occurs at a peak cur-
rent density of about 0.4 µA/µm2 which corresponded to a peak potential of 235 V
across the electrodes and peak electric field of 28 V/µm. Although not shown in
detail here, simulations were performed for microplasmas operating at a frequency
of 10GHz with current densities ranging from 2 to 12 µA/µm2 with other conditions
same as for the 0.5 GHz. The results were qualitatively similar with a positive slope
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Figure 5.9: Spatial variation of ions, electrons and displacement current densities
across the 100µm argon gap size with total current density of 0.7 µA/µm2 and
frequency of 0.5 GHz
for α-mode cases and a negative slope for γ-mode ones. It is worth mentioning that
the transition for the 10 GHz occurred at a peak current density of 8 µA/µm2 and
peak electric field of 32 V/µm which is higher than the transition current density
for the 0.5 GHz frequency.
Figure 5.14 shows the variation of voltage phase lag and power requirements
as a function of current density amplitude for the range of current densities shown
in Figure 5.12. While the power requirement continues to increase even after the
transition, it will be shown that field emission leads to an overall decrease in the
power required to achieve a given microplasma density. The phase shift decreases
with increasing current density even for the α-mode cases consistent with a decrease
in sheath thickness.
In order to validate the claim that the underlying cause of the α to γ transition
is field emission (and not secondary electron emission), Figure 5.15 presents results
for a peak current density of 0.7 µA/µm2 at 0.5 GHz with and without the influence
of a field emitting cathode. The value of γse = 0.1 as in previous simulations. As
can be seen clearly, the case without the influence of field emission remains in
the α-mode (characterized by a thicker sheath) while turning FE on, triggered the
transition to γ-mode (characterized by a thin sheath). While the power profiles and
the potential amplitudes are not shown, it was seen that the power requirements of
the microplasma operating with the influence of field emission was approximately
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Figure 5.10: Time history of electric field and current density of field emitted elec-
trons for six cycles after the simulation has reached steady state. Peak current
density = 0.7 µA/µm2, frequency = 0.5 GHz.
36 % lower than that without the influence of field emission. Also, the maximum
voltage for the case without field emission was approximately three times larger than
that of the case with field emission. It is worth mentioning that the thicker sheath
(for the case without field emission) leads to a larger impedance and hence a larger
phase lag thereby not leading to a three-fold decrease in power in spite of a three-fold
decrease in voltage. It should be emphasized that field emission and its influence on
microplasmas depend, to a great extent, on the field enhancement factor β (taken
as 100 in all simulations reported thus far). While a rigorous parametric study of
all parameters involved is beyond the scope of this paper, it is worth pointing out
the quantitative effect of varying β. Figure 5.16 shows the electron number density
profiles obtained for a peak current density of 0.7 µA/µm2 with β values of 50, 100
and 150. The results clearly show that for β = 50, the microplasma is operating in
the α-mode with a thick sheath whereas the sheath is thinner for β = 150 than for
β = 100. While the transition current density was not obtained for β = 150, it can
be expected to be lower than for β = 100.
In spite of the promising results obtained here that demonstrate the potential
advantages of integrating field emitting cathodes in microwave microplasmas, we
would like to stress the importance of complementary experimental data that can
help compare with the findings of the work. For example, the transition from α-
γ mode in macroscale RF plasmas is typically accompanied by a decrease in the
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Figure 5.11: Power and voltage for four cycles after reaching steady state for the
case with maximum current density of 0.7 µA/µm2 at a frequency of 0.5 GHz.
plasma area along with plasma number density peaks near the electrodes [127].
While our one-dimensional simulations cannot capture two-dimensional effects such
as the plasma contraction, we predict plasma number density peaks at the mid-
point. While this qualitative difference between transition driven by secondary
electron emission and field emission can be attributed to the significantly different
operating conditions and emission mechanisms, experimental findings are crucial to
validate the simulation predictions. With the growing interest in exploiting field
emission in microplasma devices, we anticipate such data to be available in the near
future.
5.3 Chapter Conclusions
The operating modes of microwave microplasma devices integrated with field
emitting cathodes were studied using one-dimensional current-driven PIC-MCC sim-
ulations. The PIC-MCC simulations predicted that operation in an α-mode char-
acterized by a positive voltage vs current density slope (dV/dj > 0) transitioned to
a γ-mode characterized by a negative dV/dj at sufficiently high current densities.
PIC-MCC results were presented for two representative 0.5 GHz argon microplas-
mas operating in the α and γ mode. The transition to γ-mode was evident in the
electron number density profiles in the sheath region and was accompanied by an
increase in contribution of electron conduction current in the sheath region. Specif-
ically, while the displacement current accounted for about 95 % of the total current
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Figure 5.12: Spatial profiles of electron number density in a 100 µm argon field
emission assisted microplasma for various peak current densities from 0.25 µA/µm2
to 0.7 µA/µm2 at a frequency of 0.5 GHz.
through the electrodes in the α-mode, it accounted for only 50 % in the γ-mode. The
transition was shown to occur at a current density of about 0.4 µA/µm2 (peak elec-
tric field of 28 V/µm) and is expected to be frequency dependent with the transition
shifting to a higher current density and electric field at a frequency of 10 GHz. Gas
heating and consequently gas and electrode surface temperatures were calculated.
Small increase in electrode surface temperature implied that thermionic emission can
be neglected. The results of the PIC-MCC simulations were also used to determine
the electrical properties including voltage phase shift and power requirements and
their variation with current density. The sheath capacitance leads to a voltage lag
which decreases with increasing current densities. In spite of a negative dV/dj in the
γ-mode, the power requirements to operate the microplasma device increase with
increasing current density. However, field emission is shown to lead to a lower power
requirement to achieve a given plasma number density. The one-dimensional simula-
tions presented here do not allow us to capture potentially important effects such as
change in plasma cross section area (that accompanies α-γ transition in macroscale
plasmas) and therefore require experimental data to confirm our findings. We an-
ticipate such experimental data to be available in the future particularly with the
growing interest in exploiting field emission in microplasma devices. In summary,
while microplasmas integrated with field emitting cathodes remain a nascent area
of research, they point toward an exciting new direction that can lead to low power
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Figure 5.13: Current-voltage characteristics of a 100 µm argon field emission assisted
microplasma demonstrating the transition from an α-mode with positive dV/dj to a
γ-mode with negative dV/dj. Results are shown for 0.5 GHz and 10 GHz excitation
frequency. The field emitting electrode properties are given by β = 100, φ = 5 eV
and γse=0.1.
microplasma devices that can achieve high plasma number densities.
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Figure 5.14: Variation of power (left axis) and voltage phase shift(right axis) for a
range of current densities for a 100 µm argon field emission assisted microplasma
operating at a frequency of 0.5 GHz frequency with an electrode area of 0.25mm2.
Figure 5.15: Comparison of spatial profiles of electron number density distributions
in an argon microplasma with and without the influence of field emission for a peak
current density of 0.7 µA/µm2 at a frequency of 0.5 GHz. γse was taken to be 0.1.
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Figure 5.16: Comparison of electron number density profiles for field enhancement
factor values ranging from 50 to 150. The argon microplasma is operating at a peak
current density of 0.7 µA/µm2 at a frequency of 0.5 GHz. γse was taken to be 0.1.
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Chapter 6
SUMMARY AND FUTURE WORK
In summary we performed PIC-MCC simulations for a wide range of opera-
tion conditions using a one-dimensional argon microplasma for a better understand-
ing of the electron dynamics and heating mechanisms as well as the influence of
different parameters such as gap size, pressure, frequency, and field emission in var-
ious operating regimes. In Chapter 3, PIC-MCC simulation results were presented
for dc and microwave microplasmas to demonstrate the influence of the product of
pressure and gap size, pd (for a given gap size), influence of gap size (for a given
value of pd) and operating frequency. These simulations were considered as the
benchmark and then they were compared with the results of an in-house full mo-
mentum two-fluid model. The electron energy distribution function utilized in the
continuum model were obtained from BOLSIG+, once assumed Maxwellian and
once, non-Maxwellian. The PIC-MCC results were considered as the benchmark
and the comparison in DC demonstrated that the continuum simulations under-
predicted the plasma number densities with the Maxwellian continuum simulations
predicting a number density profile closer to that of the PIC-MCC (for pd=1) rather
than the non-Maxwellian simulations. The agreement between kinetic and contin-
uum results improved at higher pd values. However, When the comparative study
was repeated for argon microwave microplasmas, the opposite was observed; unlike
the direct current simulations, the non-Maxwellian continuum simulations and PIC-
MCC simulations predicted almost identical results for microplasmas operating at
0.5 GHz, 0.8 GHz, 2 GHz, and 4 GHz while the Maxwellian continuum simulations
significantly over-predicted the plasma number density. The discrepancy in direct
current simulations was attributed to secondary/boundary processes that were in-
significant in microwave microplasmas and could not be captured by the continuum
model.
In Chapter 4, the role of excitation frequency, pressure and total power absorbed by
the microplasma were studied for a range of microwave frequencies (1GHz-320GHz).
The results indicated that the microplasma dynamics were governed by a rich inter-
play of several physical mechanisms. Results illustrated the presence of o-axis peaks
in the electron number density profiles at intermediate excitation frequencies which
disappeared at higher frequencies due to the inability of hot electrons produced by
sheath oscillation and sheath edge heating to diffuse sufficiently into the bulk plasma
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at atmospheric pressure. Number density profiles at higher frequencies also showed a
dependence on the comparative magnitudes of the the angular excitation frequency
ω the electron momentum transfer collision frequency νm and the plasma frequency
ωpe . Pressure response studies showed that the electron temperature profiles and
the shape of the number density profile and its peak location can be influenced by
the pressure or more directly by the diffusion coefficient. Finally, lowering the to-
tal power deposited into the microplasma leads to a decrease in sheath oscillation
amplitude and therefore an increase in the contribution of bulk plasma heating at
a given frequency therefore leading to the disappearance of o- axis electron number
density peaks. While several of the trends reported here can be concluded from con-
tinuum simulations, other interesting physical mechanisms governing the electron
heating and dynamics may be better captured by kinetic simulations.
In Chapter 5, the role of field emitting cathodes in operating modes of mi-
crowave microplasma devices were studied. PIC-MCC results were presented and
discussed for two representative 0.5 GHz argon microplasmas operating in the α
and γ modes and the transition between the two modes were investigated and it
was shown that the transition current is frequency dependent. The results of the
PIC-MCC simulations were also used to determine the electrical properties, includ-
ing voltage phase shift and power requirements and their variation with current
density. In spite of a negative dV/dj in the γ-mode, the power requirements to
operate the microplasma device increase with increasing current density. However,
field emission is shown to lead to a lower power requirement to achieve a given
plasma number density.
Finally, as in most research areas, the most conceivable and reliable analysis
about microplasmas are possible only by having experimental data to check the
validity of the simulation results. With the on going advancements in technology and
fabrications we predict to have access to a much larger experimental data base in the
future. Also, an interesting future direction would involve investigating the influence
of pressure and frequency on electron energy distribution, thereby devising strategies
to control the EEDF. The ability to control EEDF in microwave microplasmas would
open up the possibility of selectively populating higher energy levels of electrons
which could be triggering a desired chemistry more efficiently. Another exciting
possibility could be performing PIC-MCC simulations for microwave microplasmas
at higher frequencies than the ffrequencies considered here where electromagnetic
effects play an important role and can not be neglected.
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